FCC Explains New TV Remote Control Rules
End Fuzzy Arguments

with CBS Laboratories Mark III Image Enhancer— it sharpens the picture automatically!

The Mark III Image Enhancer is a solid state device that for the first time helps to produce a perfect picture automatically. It adjusts vertical and horizontal elements to eliminate color softness. It produces highest stability and lowest drift. It rearranges all the ingredients of the picture so that contrasts are sharper and details more clearly defined. Even numerals on football jerseys can be easily identified. All things being equal, the CBS Laboratories Mark III Image Enhancer will focus all eyes on your station and make you the undisputed leader in viewer ratings.
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Cohu's Broadcast Color Film Camera offers superlative performance with complete convenience at a moderate price.

Rapidly adjust for poor film colorimetry with "Instant Paint Control" and return to normal colorimetry with the touch of a button. Enjoy ease of operation with precision triple action automatic circuitry. Reduce annual retubing costs to an industry low with three long-life separate mesh vidicons.

A new optical system design virtually eliminates flare and ghosting to give you unsurpassed colorimetry. All circuit boards are silkscreened with each circuit function clearly designated by name. The price includes image enhancer, color encoder, remote setup and control panels, remote setup and waveform monitors and a cable connector kit.

For complete information on the Model 1500 contact Cohu Electronics, Inc., Box 623, San Diego, California 92112 Telephone 714-277-6700 TWX 910-335-1244

REGISTER THE CAMERA IN ONLY 2 TO 3 MINUTES

COLOR BALANCE IN LESS THAN 3 MINUTES

CHANGE A VIDICON IN 30 SECONDS WITHOUT DISTURBING THE YOKE OR OPTICAL ALIGNMENT
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MODEL 1400-24 SWITCHING SYSTEM
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FEATURES
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Translators vs. CATV?
The Commission has rejected a protest by a CATV system in Colorado against a grant of five television translators to cover the community served by the cable system. The CATV operator had alleged that the translators would provide economic competition against the cable system.

The Commission noted that the available information indicated that both the CATV system and the translators would provide their own types of service. Cable subscribers would be able to obtain signals not delivered by the translators, and would serve areas where translator reception was inadequate. The translators, on the other hand, would provide TV service to areas beyond the reach of the CATV cables.

In another action, however, the Commission rejected a proposal by a UHF TV station in Massachusetts to operate a translator in the same city as the TV station to be programmed by “distant signals” from outside TV broadcast stations. One of the principal reasons cited in rejecting the proposal was the Commission's ban on overlapping signals under common ownership. Whether a different result would have been reached otherwise remains a good question.

EBS Closed Circuit Tests Suspended Indefinitely
The provisions of the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) for random closed circuit tests have been suspended by the Commission until further notice. This suspension follows the confusion created by the closed circuit test of September 14, 1971 (See last month’s DC column) which disclosed “a large number of additional deficiencies.

The Commission action is the most recent in a series of events pointing up the problems which have been encountered in the emergency notification system. Meanwhile, the Office of Civil Defense (OCD) continues with the planning of its Decision Information Distribution System (DIDS) which will employ a network of high power LF and VLF stations to transmit alerting and other warnings.

The White House Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP) continues to keep the problem under close scrutiny.

(Continued on page 6)
Canon Sound Scoopic 200. A single system sound-on magnetic news documentary camera. Designed for the TV news cameraman. Without compromise. And with features long demanded . . .

**REFLEX VIEWING** through a 135° rotating mirror shutter. No beam splitter. **No loss of light at the film plane.**


**FILTER SLOTTED** 12.5-75mm Canon zoom lens. Filter changeable in seconds.

**REGISTRATION PIN MOVEMENT.** Assures perfect framing.

**ELECTRONICALLY GOVERNED MOTOR.** Insures accurate sound speed.

**MODULAR TWIN SOUND HEADS.** Snap in and out in seconds.

**LIGHT WEIGHT.** 12 lbs. 6 oz. Including body with film chamber, lens, exposure system, sound heads and take-up spools.

**LOW PROFILE** bottom load design for 200 feet daylight spools. Shoot from cars, doorways . . . anywhere.


Feature for feature, Canon Sound Scoopic 200 adds up to getting the news faster than ever. See it in action at your Canon dealer. Or write us for more information.
AM Freeze Nearing An End?
The Commission has accepted an application for a fulltime AM station in Iowa, notwithstanding the provisions of the current "freeze" on acceptance of new applications. During the freeze, the Commission has accepted only a handful of such applications, each of which has been characterized by the almost complete absence of other AM service. The acceptance of the Iowa application is unusual for two reasons. First, the proposed station would be the second AM station in the city. The other station operates as a non-commercial educational station. Second, the rural surrounding area is served at night by only a clear-channel station 90 miles distant. However, the applicant argued that the Commission should not consider the distant clear channel signal to constitute primary service at night, an argument frequently made in the past but uniformly rejected.

The Commission continues to plod along toward new AM rules that would end the freeze. A present target of new rules could be a Christmas "package". Unless new rules are adopted, exceptions of the type involved in the Iowa case are certain to become more and more frequent.

Cable Origination Channel Identification Proposed
The Commission has proposed that CATV systems be required to use standard identification of all programs originated by the system. The identification required would be "cable TV, Channel ____, (location)."

The proposal was made for two reasons. There have been complaints by cable viewers that some cable systems use call signs with their original programs which are sufficiently similar to TV broadcast calls to create confusion. Further, the Commission points out that the reservoir of remaining "K" and "W" call signs is becoming more and more limited. Also, the FCC's Field Engineering Bureau continues to receive complaints of interference to off-air TV reception caused by leakage and radiation from CATV systems. Most of these complaints appear to be associated with the use by cable systems of channels for local origination which could not be used for local broadcast carriage because of on-channel ghosting resulting from high ambient radiated signals.

Short Circuits
The Commission has proposed a substantial increase in the required minimum operating schedule of FM broadcast stations, who may now broadcast as little as 36 hours per week. . .The Commission approved the use of 72-76 MHz band for the control of all types of models, on a shared basis with other services. . .The FCC has approved the continued use of the 4 GHz and 6 GHz bands for Community Antenna Relay Systems (CARS) under special circumstances.
THE SANSUI QSE-1 IS ALL YOU NEED TO ENCODE 4 FULL-FIDELITY CHANNELS — AND NOTHING ELSE.

Just add it to your existing equipment for instant conversion and here's what you have going for you:

1. It yields accurate sound-source location in every direction for startling live-sound ambience.
2. It's in broadcast and recording use today with outstanding results.
3. A complete line of complementary Sansui home hardware is available now. In fact, thousands of Sansui decoders are in users' homes already.
4. It's compatible with 2-channel stereo and other four-channel matrix systems.

To be more specific:

- Its ingenious ± "J" phase shifters completely eliminate the signal dropouts and shifts in sound-source location that plague other matrix systems. Its symmetrical treatment of all four channels can accurately pick up and relocate in reproduction any sound source over a full range of 360º—so there are no limits to total freedom and flexibility in using creative studio and psychoacoustic techniques. And present standards of frequency response, signal/noise ratio and dynamic range are maintained.

- It reproduces flawlessly on present two-channel stereo and monophonic equipment. And it will produce four-channel output not only through matching Sansui hardware, but through all other available decoders—and there are 600,000 of them world-wide today.

- Thousands of them are Sansui QS-1 Synthesizer/Decoders that will decode it flawlessly. So will any of the full line of matching Sansui 4-channel receivers and converters for existing two-channel systems—made by the most respected name in stereo today throughout the world, and a recognized pioneer in four-channel sound.

- Can you afford not to make this simple addition? Experiment with one right now. Learn what other recording and broadcast studios everywhere, now working with the QSE-1 Encoder, are finding out for themselves. Confirm their astonished conclusions.

For full details, contact your nearest Sansui office now.

SANSEUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
32-17, 61st Street, Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Tel.: (212) 721-4408. Cable: SANSUIEC NEW YORK.
Telex: 422633 SEC UI.
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Automatic Leveling System

Dear Editor:

Let me extend thanks and compliment Broadcast Engineering for publishing the excellent and timely article on “Preventing FM Overmodulation”, by W. J. Kabrick, in the September 1971 issue.

Having a very long engineering background in FM broadcasting, I certainly appreciate the value of Mr. Kabrick’s analysis of the problem, and particularly his suggestions for solution.

KIKK-FM since 1968 has made use of an automatic leveling system consisting of a modern fast attack time conventional limiter followed by the selective peak clipping “Top Level” system as suggested by Mr. Kabrick.

The latter device does require knowledgeable calibration and competent regular supervision to see that accurate calibration is maintained. Other than that, however, it performs admirably in allowing a relatively high average modulation level. The KIKK-FM program material does not require a wide dynamic range.

The total main channel maximum modulation limit is 80 percent due to stereo and SCA service. Such clipping as occurs in the Top Level system at KIKK-FM does not result in any discernable distortion and does not contribute crosstalk into the SCA service. Such amplitude peaks do overshoot the deviation limit occasionally but the duration is so short and the energy content so low that they pose no real problem. I feel it is a pretty fair solution to the FM overmodulation problem.

I have mixed emotions about Mr. Kabrick’s suggestion that the long-time solution to the FM overmodulation problem is to dispense with the standard pre-emphasis/de-emphasis bit. I grant that this requirement does cause some problems. On the other hand it gives a 10 dB noise advantage to the FM broadcast system main channel. And I am not at all sure the industry can afford to give it up.

Gerald R. Chinski
Director, Engineering
KIKK/KIKK-FM
Houston, Tex.

Exciter Identification
Help Needed

Dear Editor:

Below is a photograph of an FM exciter that was given to us that we are trying to identify.

The unit measures 19" X 15½", has no identifying marks, serial numbers, or trade names. The output tube is a 5686. It has provisions for stereo.

The unit is well built with quality components and cleanly laid out. If anyone could help us to identify the manufacturer and/or obtain schematics, we will be very grateful.

Mark C. Worley
Transmitter Supervisor
KAMU-TV
College Station, Tex.

On Using A Diode For Transient Suppression

Dear Editor:

The letter to the Editor in the September issue concerning the use of a diode as a transient suppressor appears in error due to the fact that it is not the zener break-

(Continued on Page 10)
Gates' new BC-1h 1000 watt AM transmitter features reliable, long life 833A tubes, solid state oscillation, instantaneous power cut back to 250 watts, and 120% positive peak modulation capabilities. It will be operating reliably at your station for years to come. Get the details on tomorrow’s transmitter today. Write Gates Radio Company, 123 Hampshire Street, Quincy, Illinois 62301.
remote VHF-TV
aural modulation monitoring

TBM-2500-CL ... $510.00
TBM-2500-CH ... $535.00
TBM-5500 ... $1,300.00

At a very practical price, McMartin’s TBM-5500 satisfies new FCC rules for “a type approved aural modulation monitor, equipped where necessary, with a properly designed signal frequency amplifier...” Sec. 73.676(a)(5). Driven by the TBM-2500-CL (Channels 2-6) or TBM-2500-CH (Channels 7-13) RF Amplifier, the TBM-5500 has a composite output signal termination to permit measurement of 39 kHz subcarrier injection level. Equipped with the TBM-2100 SCA Demodulator (optional at $125.00), it also provides recovery of subcarrier telemetry tone information. Long the leader in FM monitoring and professional receiving equipment, McMartin now provides the realistic answer to remote control VHF-TV aural monitoring.

Coming soon—the TBM-5000 VHF-TV Digital Frequency Monitor—for visual, aural and intercarrier deviations.

For details, contact: Broadcast Product Manager (402) 342-2753

McMartin
mcmartin industries, inc. • 605 no. 13th st. • omaha, neb. 68102
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More for your money at Taber!

Check these low prices on professional quality Ampex or Scully Heads:

Three new heads installed in your Ampex assembly for only $97.50, Scully $186.00. Or, your 3 heads reconditioned, wear permitting, for Ampex or Scully 3-head assembly at $45.00. Get continuing service as good as new! Loaner assemblies available.

Call or write: TABER MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING CO.
2081 EDISON AVE. • SAN LEANDRO, CALIF. 94577 • PHONE: (415) 635-3832
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(Continued from page 8)
down of the diode that limits the transient voltage.

Since an inductor will tend to oppose any change in current, the transient current will be of the same polarity as the operating current, but the transient voltage will be of opposite polarity. This condition will then forward bias the diode and short the transient voltage.

Michael J. Simmons
Maintenance Supervisor
WMFE-TV
Orlando, Fla.

Editor’s Note: We expected a bigger reaction to the original letter than we actually got. For this reason, in the Engineer’s Exchange column you will find a detailed explanation of how the diode works as a transient suppressor. In fact, during the coming year we will be running a series of articles explaining the theory and use of several solid state devices.

For further information, we suggest you pull some of your copies of 1971 Broadcast Engineering and note the books listed in our Book Review columns. One we thought was particularly good: Workshop In Solid State, by Harold E. Ennes. This book should be on the bookshelf of every station. It is available through Howard W. Sams & Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206.

To clarify another matter—as a matter of fairness to several authors—telco remotes cannot be covered in one general article. The reports printed in this magazine have come from stations working through several different telephone companies. Therefore, the specifics in each case may be different from what exists in your area. We suggest you show these articles and exchange items to your telco contact. It might make a difference.
Microwave Rules Change

Parts 2 and 21 of the Rules for licensing of common carrier microwave radio station to relay TV signals to cable TV systems have been modified by the FCC (Docket 15586), as of November 30.

The changes will allow limited use of the 4 and 6 GHz common carrier bands for the purpose of serving cable TV systems and to eliminate the conditional renewal of these facilities.

Under previous rules, with some exceptions, microwave facilities for transmission of TV signals to cable systems were limited to the 11 GHz band. Applications for new common carrier microwave facilities in the 4 GHz and 6 GHz bands to serve cable systems were not accepted and existing facilities could be renewed, after February 1, 1971, only under certain conditions.

The Commission said that use of 11 GHz frequencies would have no substantial adverse economic or other consequences on carriers primarily serving CATV systems. It pointed out also that, in view of the congestion in the lower bands and the heavy spectrum impact of cable TV service, the limitation is "reasonable" to meet the growing demand for terrestrial and satellite general communications.

The Commission said, however, it believed that some relief would be appropriate and that it would maintain the prohibition against the authorizations for new frequency paths in the 4 and 6 GHz bands to serve cable TV systems but would continue the policy of considering waiver requests under its February 3, 1970 Memorandum Opinion and Order (21 FCC 2d 284), and would eliminate the conditions on renewals of licenses granted after February 1, 1971. It said this is a "reasonable compromise," since the lower frequencies will be reserved in areas of greatest congestion, while waivers will permit cable TV use in areas where congestion is not a problem.

A carrier, which has been authorized to operate on a lower frequency for cable purposes, would not be subject to the uncertainty and financial risk entailed in an authorization which would be subject to pre-emption, the Commission pointed out.

Stations which supply cable service on the lower frequencies and which are located within 50 miles of one of the top 25 metropolitan areas are few in number and they have been made eligible for renewal, the Commission said. However, no waivers for new or additional 4 and 6 GHz facilities will be granted in these restricted zones without a showing of compelling and unusual circumstances.

The rule changes, which delete Footnote NG55 in Section 2.106 and amend Section 21.701(i), became effective November 30, 1971.

Action by the Commission October 14, 1971, by Memorandum Opinion and Order. Commissioners Burch (Chairman), Bartley, Robert E. Lee, H. Rex Lee and Wells with Commissioner Johnson concurring in the result; Commissioner Reid not participating.

Commission Wants Equipment Form Change

The Commission has specified FCC Form 723 for use by applicants for type acceptance of equipment. Use of this form is encouraged although, at the present time, its use is optional. Future amendment of the rules is planned to require that this form be submitted with type acceptance applications. A separate copy of Form 723 should be submitted for each equipment type number.

At $171, our new Model A100 is another uncommon value in audio and video modules. It's in THE book . . . TelComp's new 1972 catalog and price list! A100 features 6 outputs, + 20 DBM each, 60DB isolation between outputs, 20DB gain for unity adjustment. 12 units use only 5-1/4" rack space. Order now. For better broadcast equipment made by broadcast engineers . . . write for your free TelComp catalog.
Mobile Requirements Relaxed

Parts 89, 91, 93 and 95 of the rules have been amended by the Commission to relax technical requirements for authorization and operation of control stations in mobile relay systems using frequencies in the 450-470 MHz band (Docket 18740). (Control stations permit communications from a fixed location to mobile units.)

The amendments permit the use, in certain situations, of bi-directional, cardioid, or omnidirectional antennas; allow certain required signal measurements to be made at one location, in cases in which a fixed station is used to control more than one mobile relay station; and permit an applicant to "certify" that the "output power of the proposed station transmitter will be adjusted to comply with the . . . signal level limitation." Licensees will also be required to maintain records of the necessary measurement data. Additionally, control stations will be allowed to operate with a frequency tolerance of ±0.0005 percent, instead of the present tolerance (±0.00025). The tighter tolerance, however, is to be retained for all other fixed stations operating in this band.

In its Notice of Proposed Rule Making issued November 24, 1969, (34 F.R. 19034) the Commission also proposed to eliminate the requirement for coordination for control stations. The Commission said that the commenting parties opposed this, among other things, that in view of the proposal to relax regulations governing the use of directional antennas, there was "more reason than ever to require coordination; and overall, they conclude, the requirement makes possible the use of more effective and efficient assignment techniques." Its objective, the Commission noted, was to eliminate a requirement it felt was unnecessary, and lessen the burden on applicants for control station facilities in this class. Upon review of the comments, however, the Commission stated it would retain the coordination requirement, at least for the present.

The proposed amendments became effective November 8, 1971. This action terminates the proceeding.

Industrial Radio Affected By Latest Rules Amendment

Amendment of Parts 2, 21, 89, and 91 of the Rules with regard to the allocation of frequencies in the bands 35.19-35.69 and 43.19-43.69 MHz has been proposed in a rulemaking notice by the FCC. The proposal involves channel splitting of the two bands to allow for more assignable frequencies.

The action was in response to a petition by the Special Industrial Radio Service Association (SIRSA) requesting the Commission to reallocate to the Special Industrial Radio Service certain frequencies in the bands 35.2-35.68 MHz and 43.2-43.68 MHz presently allocated to the Domestic Public Land Mobile Radio Service for use by wireline common carriers.

The petition was opposed by Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Company; American Telephone and Telegraph Company; Michigan Bell Telephone Company; Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company; United States Independent Tele-
phone Association; Ohio Bell Telephone Company; and New York Telephone Company.

SIRSA contended that the channels were being used very lightly by the wireline carriers while Special Industrial frequencies in the same general portion of the spectrum were becoming overcrowded, and concluded that its proposal would increase the utilization of these bands and that the same time help to relieve growing congestion in the Special Industrial Service. It requested that the separation between assignable frequencies in these bands be reduced from 40 kHz to 20 kHz in line with other land mobile operations in this same region of the spectrum.

Pointing out that the technical standards contained in the rules specify a maximum authorized bandwidth of 20 kHz for this range of the spectrum, the Commission proposed to split-channel the bands 35.2-35.68 MHz and 43.2-43.68 MHz which would provide 46 assignable frequencies. The center frequencies of the existing channels would be retained for assignment and the 10 kHz splinters at each end of the bands would be combined with existing 10 kHz splinters in adjacent bands to produce 4 additional 20 kHz channels. This would result in a total of 50 assignable frequencies in the larger bands 35.19-35.69 and 43.19-43.69 MHz in place of the present 24.

Recognizing the needs of the Special Industrial Radio Service for additional frequencies in the lower UHF band, the Commission also proposed to allocate to that service, 14 of the newly assignable frequencies to be derived through the channel splitting. These new channels would be intended for regular two-way base and mobile communication.

The Commission said further that it would retain for common carrier one-way signaling service the presently assignable common carrier frequencies plus 8 additional one-way channels.

Four of the newly acquired channels would be allocated to the Special Emergency Radio Service for one-way signaling exclusively to meet the growing need for signaling service to doctors and other medical personnel.

The cumbersome four or more piece FM monitoring systems are going. Belar Monitors do a more accurate job, as totally integrated one, two or three-piece systems. The FM Frequency and Modulation Monitor measures both frequency deviation and modulation functions—the only unit to do both. The Stereo Frequency and Modulation Monitor has everything built in—phase discriminator, exclusive 19 kHz frequency meter, and test functions. The SCA Frequency and Modulation Monitor is the only one that monitors four separate subcarriers.

All systems go! Buy Belar!
Prime Time Rule Proposal

In response to a request by Camellia City Telecasters, licensee of KTXL-TV, Sacramento, Cal., for a declaratory ruling concerning the applicability of Section 74.1103 (g)(2) of the rules (non-prime time exception to the program exclusivity rule for network programs) the Commission has proposed amending the rule to make it apply also to nationally syndicated programs released on a same-day basis.

Section 74.1103(g)(2) now provides that the CATV system need not delete a network program scheduled between 6 and 11 p.m. Eastern Time, but broadcast by the station requesting deletion, outside of the Prime Time period for network programming in the time zone involved.

The Commission proposed to amend Section 74.1103 by inserting a Note I after 74.1103(g)(2) to read: The term “network program” includes programs nationally syndicated for release on a same-day basis.

Camellia City said that viewers may be deprived of the opportunity to watch many popular nationally syndicated programs in prime time because a higher priority station on the CATV system may schedule the program later in the day, and under the rules, may require the CATV system to delete any other presentations of the program, the same day on another station on the system.

The Commission said it found Camellia City’s argument “quite persuasive”, noting that in the Second Report and Order in Docket No. 14895, (2 FCC 2d 725, 749-750) it had stated that the reason for the non-prime time exception to the program exclusivity rule for network programs was to “… insure that such programs are available to the CATV subscribers in maximum viewing hours.”

Reid Joins Commission

United States Representative Charlotte T. Reid, one of 12 women in the House of Representatives, has been sworn in as a Federal Communications Commissioner in a ceremony at the White House.

Mrs. Reid was appointed on July 2, 1971 to a full seven year term by President Nixon and confirmed by the Senate on July 29. She succeeds Commissioner Thomas J. Houser, who was appointed on January 5, 1971 to finish the unexpired term of Commissioner Robert Wells. Commissioner Wells was named by the President to a full term as Commissioner on January 5, 1971.

She studied music and voice with Louise Gilbert in Chicago for seven years. During that period she sang on radio stations in the Chicago area and from 1936 through 1939 was a featured vocalist with the National Broadcasting Company and on Don McNeill’s “Breakfast Club,” appearing under the professional name of Annette King.
Deep inside a building at New York’s Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, recorded history is being recorded again. At the Rodgers and Hammerstein Archives of Recorded Sound, technician Sam Sanders is busy continually transcribing all sorts of old recordings, transcriptions and acetates. Not only will there then be a more permanent record of this valuable material, but access to it is made easy through a sophisticated catalogue system, by which interested persons can hear material that was otherwise unavailable.

The Rodgers and Hammerstein Archives of Recorded Sound are part of the New York Public Library, Research Library of the Performing Arts, and encompass virtually the entire history of recorded sound. But to get these early (and often irreplaceable) discs onto tape wasn’t easy. Because until the recording industry established its own standards, playing speeds, groove widths and depths were widely varied.

Stanton engineers worked closely with Archive Head David Hall and engineer Sam Sanders when the Archive Preservation Laboratory was being set up. Standard Stanton 681 cartridge bodies were chosen for their superior reproduction characteristics. However, some 30 different stylus types had to be prepared to give the tape transfer operation the variety needed to match the various old groove specifications. Each was hand-made by Stanton engineers to fit a particular disc’s requirements. So when Sam Sanders begins the careful disc-to-tape transfer, he must first match the stylus to the record. Both microscope and trial-and-error techniques must be often used together. But one of the special styli will enable every last bit of material to be extracted from these recorded rarities.

It goes without saying that a company willing to take such care in helping to preserve recorded history must also be interested in superior reproduction of today’s high fidelity pressings. Which is one reason why Stanton cartridges remain the choice of professionals the world over.

For an informative brochure about our professional-quality cartridges, write to Stanton Magnetics, Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
Understanding Zoom Lenses

Part 1 of 2 parts By Frank Bemish*

The advent of color and the plumbicon color camera has resulted in the television zoom lens coming of age. One of the important links in the video chain, it is probably the least understood. When properly used, this lens can become a valuable production tool.

A zoom, or variable focal length lens, consists of a marriage of fine optics with good mechanical design. Each element is equally important to the correct operation of the lens.

**Zoom Lens Basics**

The optics includes five basic groupings of lenses. (Figure 1) Starting from the front, the first group of elements is used for objective focusing. These elements compensate for the distance from the front of the lens to the subject to be focused upon and perform the objective focusing. Generally, they are mounted so they move in or out with relationship to the rest of the lens elements. The closer the subject is to the lens, the further out the focusing elements will be from the rest of the lens.

The focus elements are normally controlled by the cameraman's focus control and represent the operational focus on a color camera. Directly behind the focusing elements are a set of condensing optics that essentially collimate the light, making the light rays perfectly parallel. Thus, an image is presented to the moving zoom elements that is always in focus, no matter what the position of the zooming elements.

The third and fourth groupings of elements are the main working parts of the lens. The third are the zooming elements and the fourth the back focus compensation group. These two lens groups must move in definite relationship to each other so that the lens will track focus throughout the zoom range. The zooming elements act, in essence, as a magnifying glass. As the lens is moved away from the objective focal point, this point is magnified. For example, the closer a reading or magnifying glass is held to the page of a book, the smaller the print appears. Move the lens away from the page and the print appears larger or closer to the viewer.

You will note that as you move the reading glass away from the paper you must also change the distance from your eye to the reading glass in order to maintain focus. In the same way the fourth group of lenses, the back focus compensation elements, work in relationship with the zooming elements. This relationship is controlled by a cam mechanism and it is this mechanical cam that is the heart of the successful lens operation. (See Figure 2.) This, more than any other single element, determines how well the total optical system will perform.

The fifth and last general grouping of optical elements is known as the rear element and it determines the back focal length and image format size. This is an adjustment for the distance from the rear of the lens to the image plane of the tube or film.

**Range Extenders**

Range extenders, when used, act...
as a magnifying glass increasing the rear format size of the lens. Since the format size with a range extender becomes larger while the useable format remains constant, the end result appears the same as increasing the focal length, i.e. the picture appears to become closer to the viewer. The disadvantage of range extenders is that each time the magnification is doubled, the light is halved. For example, 18 to 200mm f2.1 lens with a 2.0x range extender becomes a 36 to 400mm f4.2. In general, application light loss becomes so severe in magnifications greater than 2.5x that their practical use with color TV cameras is limited.

**Figure 2**

Zoom lenses are designed to focus track from minimum working distance (28", 4.0', 6.0', etc.) to infinity. This generally means that anything further from the specified minimum working distance of the lens will be capable of being in focus through the zoom range.

Lenses with long minimum focal length will sometimes resort to a racking focusing movement or sliding the entire lens away from the image plane in order to focus on an object closer than the rated minimum working distance. This works; however, the lens will be in focus at only one point on the zoom range and cannot be zoomed. A zoom lens used in this way becomes a fixed focal length lens.

**Reducing Minimum Focusing Distance**

One method of reducing the min-

---

**How to get your share of the Latin American broadcast market.**

Right now, there are close to 6,000 radio and television stations in Spanish-speaking areas of the world. Competition among stations is keen. To remain competitive - and keep pace with Latin America's rapidly growing economy - their equipment must be kept in top condition. Clearly, a substantial market exists for all kinds of broadcast equipment and components. New and used.

One publication - RADIO y TELEVISION - serves this vast purchasing potential. It provides saturation coverage among buyers and those who influence purchasing at broadcast facilities throughout Latin America and Spain. Owners, managers, engineers and technicians at commercial and educational radio and TV stations, recording studios, electronic equipment manufacturers and related businesses.

As the Spanish-language counterpart of Broadcast Engineering, RADIO y TELEVISION delivers technically-oriented editorial aimed at helping readers to select, operate and maintain equipment and components for maximum signal quality. This unique content provides the precise environment that induces buyer receptivity. It enables advertisers to "sell the broadcaster when his mind is on signal quality."

There's a lot more to the story. And we'd be happy to give you more information about this unique medium and the dynamic market it serves. Just circle the Reader Service number or write directly to:

**Radio y Televisión**

The technical journal of the Latin American broadcasting industry.

1014 WYANDOTTE STREET • KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64105
He left the company. For good.
Like 25,000 other valuable employees
who lost their lives last year in auto
accidents.
Which has prompted a lot of
businesses to set up the National
Safety Council's Defensive Driving
Course. A course that utilizes tested
concepts and techniques of defensive
driving that can dramatically reduce
traffic accidents among your employees.
Western Electric has already trained
hundreds of its employees how to drive
and survive. So have other employee­
conscious businesses like National Cash
Register. Oklahoma Gas and Electric.
And the Hartford Insurance Group.
You, too, will find it very profit­
able to set up your own Defensive
Driving Course for your employees.
Because the best way to keep
your workers working is to keep your
workers alive.

Send for the survival course.

Figure 3

Manual Control
It is normal practice to control
the lens from the operator position
at the rear of the color camera.
This is accomplished by intercon­
necting the camera controls and the
lens by means of a flexible shaft
similar to a speedometer cable.
Normally, manual control gives the
operator adequate flexibility with a
minimum of effort. There are, how­
ever, limitations. Mechanical link­
age, friction and operator physical
limitations show up when extremely
slow or fast zoom movements are
attempted. The only practical way
of overcoming these problems is by
motorizing or servoing the lens.

Servo lenses have, in the past,
been large and cumbersome and
the inability to have a manual
backup meant that servo down time
forced the loss of the camera. When
the plug-in servo module concept
applied, a new era in servo lens
use appeared. Now lenses could
be converted from manual to servo
and back in the field. (See Figure
4.) Newly designed DC servo sys­
tems give operational zoom speeds
from one second to 12 minutes end

Figure 4

Figure 5
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to end; and coupled with a shot box which allows precise pre-setting of shot framing and zoom speeds as well as focus in some cases, any operator can easily perform movements that would be impossible with a manually controlled lens.

In the next article, we will discuss technical setup procedures, maintenance and operating techniques that will give you the maximum performance from your lens and color camera.

Business and Finance

Commission Adds CATV Forms

Final versions of two report forms that must be filed by CATV operators, FCC Form 325 (general information, CATV services and ownership information) and FCC Form 326 (financial information), have been adopted by the Commission (Docket 18397). Form 325 will be due March 1, 1972 and Form 326 will be due April 1, 1972. The action amends Parts 0 and 74 of the rules.

The Commission issued a rule making notice and a notice of inquiry on December 13, 1968 proposing that CATV operators file annual reports providing current information on such matters as location of the CATV systems; number of subscribers; channel capacity; broadcast signals carried; extent and nature of program origination; any other operations conducted on the system; financial data; ownership and interests in other CATV systems; broadcast media and other businesses.

The Commission said that it was issuing its present order so the annual reporting requirement could be implemented as quickly as possible, even though the forms themselves will not be ready for several weeks. Copies will be mailed to all known CATV operators early in November, so they may study well in advance of the filing deadlines, the Commission stated.

For both forms, the first reporting period will be calendar year 1971. Form 325 must be filed on or before March 1 of each year, for the preceding calendar year, and Form 326 must be filed on or before April 1 of each year, for the preceding calendar year. A CATV system that begins operation before December 1, 1971 may report financial information on a fiscal year basis and must file annually not more than 90 days after the close of the system's fiscal year. If a CATV operator is using a fiscal year basis for Form 326, his first report should cover the fiscal year that began on or after January 1, 1971.

Form 325

In the case of Form 325, only non-operating CATV systems will be exempt from filing an annual report. Program origination questions have been incorporated into the CATV services section so that a separate program origination form is no longer necessary. Instead of requiring a separate Form 325 for each CATV system, composite reports may be filed when CATV systems are under common ownership and all the services and ownership information requested by the form is identical.

The CATV services section of Form 325 asks about program sources (local, automated or video tape), types of programming and number of hours of each during the “specified week” for reporting. The specified week is defined as the seven-day period beginning at 12:01 a.m. on December 1, 1971 and ending at midnight on December 7, 1971.

If it is impossible for CATV systems to use the specified week, they may use any seven consecutive days of the 60-day period immediately before the date of filing of Form 325, as long as they explain the reasons for not using the specified week and indicate the dates that are being used instead. A proposed rule requiring CATV systems to maintain program logs will permit future reporting to be based on a composite week, the Commission stated.

Adoption of Forms 325 and 326 became effective November 22, 1971.
The New Remote Control VIT Signal

This new ruling will still require a First Class Operator for the remote monitor. If properly used, this method could improve the TV signal quality.

By Bruce Longfellow / Rules and Standards Div., FCC.

Commission experience in authorizing the remote control of television transmitters—extending from the first actual UHF remote control operation in 1963 through extensive VHF testing by NAB and others—has emphasized the pressing need for improved control over the quality of the transmitted picture.

The almost complete conversion to color since remote control was first authorized has added an entirely new dimension to the problems of transmitter operation and maintenance, while the separation of the operator on duty from his transmitter and control console has made it plain that more, not less, attention to the quality of the transmitted picture is needed.

The Commission has concluded that, in order to best achieve this rededication to highest possible technical quality, appropriate means must be provided for the station's engineering staff to be kept fully aware of transmitted signal characteristics at all times. Consequently, in authorizing VHF transmitter remote control operation, the Commission determined that suitable locally-generated test signals in the vertical blanking interval would be required for all transmitters—UHF as well as VHF—when operated by remote control. After receiving comments from all segments of the industry as to the nature of the test signals, the Commission in its Second Report and Order in Docket #18425 adopted the new test signal requirements. This article will describe the new test signal, discuss the basis for its choice and explain what the Commission does and does not expect of television licensees who employ it.

The adjustment of a television transmitter for proper operation requires the employment of test signals of controlled characteristics. These signals normally are utilized only during maintenance periods, and are transmitted over the full picture raster. However, the ability to transmit test signals along with picture information has a recognized value for detecting and identifying performance deficiencies occurring during regular operation.

Such signals may be generated locally and transmitted in the vertical blanking interval during regular programs under an FCC rule on its books for a number of years.

Generally, however, the only test signals radiated in the vertical interval have been those generated by the networks, used in the maintenance of long network lines, and intended for observation at the line terminals. Under the rule, these signals need not be erased before transmission, and in the usual case, the television station radiates the network test signals along with the picture. Although these test signals may be observed at the transmitter output to assess transmitter performance, the degradation they suffer in traversing the network lines makes them of limited value in transmitter testing. Moreover, the relative and absolute levels of the signals are not in all cases the best choices for transmitter surveillance.

New Requirements

The new remote control rules require the transmission of test signals of specified characteristics in the vertical interval during all periods of regular programming. With one exception discussed below, these test signals are to be inserted in the vertical interval at the remote control point, and, after radiation, to be received and observed there, with the results of observations logged at half-hour intervals. At the remote control point, the transmitter operator has control over these signals, and may whenever desired compare the input test signal with the output signal as received over the air.

If the remote control point is not at the studio, this requirement poses obvious problems, since the STL input ordinarily would not be accessible at the remote control point. Since a single location for performing all of these functions is desirable, the remote control location should be chosen with due regard for this problem. Remote control applications specifying a remote control location other than the main studio (Question 5(c) of FCC Form 301-A) require an explanation of the choice of location. If the test signal is inserted at such a location, a waiver of the Commission's rules is required. Any such proposals should include full justification, including the provision of
NOTES:
1. A breezeway, as shown between bursts, is recommended. Each burst = 60 IRE units peak to peak.
2. To = Nominal start of active portion of line 18, field 1.
3. Rise and fall of white bar shall have risetime of not less than 0.2 µs.

Fig. 1 VIT waveform required for field 1, line 18.

NOTES:
1. Phases and amplitudes of the colored bars are in accordance with the FCC Rules and Regulations for 100% saturated colors of 75% amplitude.
2. White flag (bar) at reference white precedes the colored bars.
3. A black bar at setup level follows the colored bars.
4. Each bar 6 µs minimum duration.
5. To = Nominal start of active portion of line 18, field 2.

Fig. 2 VIT waveform required for field 2, line 18.

NOTES:
1. Sub-carrier of staircase in phase with burst.
2. Rise and decay of all luminance signals not less than 0.2 usec. Rise and decay of envelope of sub-carrier component of staircase signal shall be approx. sin² shaped and risetime 375 µsec.
3. To = Nominal start of active portion of line 19.

*half amplitude duration

Fig. 3 VIT waveform required for field 1, line 19.
complete system surveillance from the remote control point.

**Signal Insertion**

The test signals are to be inserted on lines 18 and 19 in the vertical interval and will occupy line 18 in both fields and line 19 in field No. 1. The signals to be employed and their characteristics are those proposed by EIA in the rule-making proceeding.

In summary, these signals are:
- Field No. 1, line 18. Multiburst, preceded by white flag (See Figure 1).
- Field No. 2, line 18. Color bars, preceded by white flag (See Figure 2).
- Field No. 1, line 19. A composite signal, consisting of the sequential transmission of a five-riser staircase, each tread added to color subcarrier phased locked to the color burst, with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 40 IRE units, a 2T sine-squared pulse, a 12.5T pulse modulating color subcarrier, and a white flag of 100 IRE units in amplitude and 18 µs in duration. (See Figure 3).

Normally, the line 19 composite test signal would also be inserted on field No. 2 at the remote control point, but it may be inserted at the transmitter input if a station licensee desires to make a separate determination of the effect of his transmitter and studio-transmitter link on system performance. Alternatively, the licensee is permitted to insert test signals of his own choosing on line 19 of field No. 2 either at the remote-control point or at the transmitter, provided that the insertion levels and other characteristics of the signals result in no interference with the observation of the required signals or with the transmitted picture.

The levels are standardized as shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3. The average picture levels (APL) of the signals have been balanced for each field, and the components are so arranged as to reduce the possibility of interference between test signals. For monochrome transmission, the chrominance component of the color bars is removed.

Lines 18 and 19 were selected for the locally-generated test signal transmissions to protect tentative commitments for the use of other lines which are available under existing rules. Line 17 is being considered for the transmission of test signals accompanying programs intended for international distribution, and line 20 may be occupied in the future by a vertical interval reference (VIR) signal which is being developed by an industry committee (See January, 1971 BROADCAST ENGINEERING). The VIR signal would accompany a color program from its source, and would be used to detect distortion introduced at any point in the transmission path which might adversely affect color quality.

Television engineers are generally familiar with all of the test signals described, and employ some or all in the testing and adjustment of transmitter during maintenance periods. The primary uses of these signals are well-known: the multi-burst for transmitted video amplitude vs. frequency response measurements, color bars for ascertaining the ability of the system to transmit color components in the correct relative amplitudes and phases, the staircase for the measurement of dynamic gain, and differential gain and phase, the 2T pulse for the observation of transient response, and the white bar for low frequency phase characteristics.

The 12.5T pulse is used for chrominance/luminance delay measurements in lieu of the more familiar 20T signal, since the frequency spectrum of the 12.5T pulse more closely approaches that of the NTSC 525-line color signal than does the 20T pulse. The signal for each field includes a white bar at 100 IRE units, which may be used as a reference level.

**Employing Test Signals**

The rules do not specify the way in which particular test signals are to be employed, and each licensee is expected to develop his own procedures. For example, the multi-burst signal may be employed to observe the video amplitude vs. frequency response while for color transmission the color bar test signal may be displayed on the vectorscope (Figure 4).

Likewise, appropriate use may
From Amperex... who gave you the Plumbicon* TV camera tube that revolutionized color broadcasting all over the world...

...a line of power tubes for your new transmitters that will free you at last from worry over reliability.

Amperex cavity-matched and mated VHF-TV power tetrodes, provide the high reliability that is an absolute necessity for television broadcast stations. Available in sync-level power ratings from 1.5 to 25 kW and for operation in channels 2 through 13, these air-cooled tubes are designed and rated specifically for television broadcast service. They feature "K" grid material for long and stable life; mesh filaments and grids for high power gain, efficiency and mechanical strength and rugged coaxial metal-ceramic construction that lends itself readily to cavity operation. Optimally matched cavities for each type are available for both low- and high-band service and for both video and sound transmission.

Amperex precision design and manufacture of the tube and matching cavity is your best assurance of reliable, trouble-free performance. When you think of TV broadcast equipment... think of it from the Plumbicon tubes in your cameras through the power tubes in your transmitter.

For additional information on the complete line of Amperex cavity-matched VHF-TV power tetrodes, write: Amperex Electronic Corporation, Product Manager, Power Tubes, Hicksville, New York 11802.

---

WHEN USED WITH AMPEREX MATED CAVITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TUBE TYPE</th>
<th>CHANNEL 2–6</th>
<th>CHANNEL 7–13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8814</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8812</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>8.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8813</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8915</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Registered trademark of N.V. Philips of Holland
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be made of the other elements of
the test signals to determine a wide
variety of transmitting system pa-
rameters. Examples of typical inser-
tion and test equipment, together
with oscilloscope displays are shown
in Figures 4 through 6.

Test signal observations are re-
quired to be made immediately after
commencement of operation, and
during operation at intervals not
exceeding one-half hour. More fre-
cent observations are to be made
if necessary to insure proper per-
formance of the transmitter and asso-
ciated equipment. The date and
time of each observation of the test
signals must be entered in the op-
erating log, together with notations
as to the results of these observa-
tions.

Test Signal Distortion

The received test signals may be
distorted to some extent because of
limitations in the monitoring sys-
tem itself, and not necessarily as a
result of transmitting system defi-
ciencies. Concern was expressed by
some persons commenting in the
rule-making proceeding that the
FCC might use test signal observa-
tions as a basis for issuing notices
of violation although observations
based on the test signals might not
necessarily accurately reflect the
performance of the transmitting
system. This was cited by some of
the parties as a reason that specific
test signal requirements should not
be set by rule prior to extensive
testing.

The FCC recognizes that such
distortions may occur, but does not
believe that this substantially les-
sens the utility of the test signals
for surveillance of the transmission
system. This does require, however,
that the monitoring system be care-
fully designed and installed, and
the rules require that the waveform
monitor at the remote control point
be periodically calibrated against a
monitor maintained at the transmis-
sion point. This is particularly true,
where a signal frequency amplifier
must be used to raise the level of
the off-the-air signal delivered to
the demodulator, it must be of such
quality as not to limit monitoring
system performance.

Residual distortions normally
would be identified and accounted
for by appropriate calibration pro-
cedures. While the rules do not re-
quire it, this procedure may be sim-
plicated if the waveform monitor at
the transmitter output against which
the remote monitor is calibrated is
fed by a demodulator of character-
istics identical to those of the de-
omodulator at the remote control
point. This is particularly true,
since both demodulators should
have the same degree of quadrature
distortion, and for regular opera-
tion must be operated with the
sound notch in, which will modify
the indicated response from that of
the visual transmitter itself.

In some cases there may be
significant differences in the per-

Fig. 5 Waveform
display of compos-
ite signal on line 19.
The 12.5T pulse
shows correct am-
plitude response at
3.58 MHz, with neg-
ligible envelope
delay.

The effects of quadrature distor-
tion on a test signal may be min-
imized by reduction of the ampli-
tude at which the test signal is
transmitted. The specified multi-
burst signal is limited to a peak
level of 70 IRE units primarily for
this reason. The reduced amplitude
of this signal also lessens the possi-
bility that intercarrier buzz may re-
result from its transmission.

How serious a problem this kind
of distortion will present depends
largely on the demodulator charac-
teristics. A number of demodula-
tors of recent design incorporate
features intended to limit quadra-
ture distortion. A “state of the art”
demodulator, which the FCC rules
require be installed at the remote
control point, should include such
features as a minimum. Likewise,
where a signal frequency amplifier
must be used to raise the level of
the off-the-air signal delivered to
the demodulator, it must be of such
quality as not to limit monitoring
system performance.

The other major source of dis-
tortion may be in the demodulator
which feeds the waveform monitor
or vectorscope for test signal obser-
vations. Quadrature distortion is
produced in an envelope detector
when the portion of the television
signal which is transmitted in the
single sideband region (this includes
the color subcarrier) is demodu-
lated to baseband, and is more
severe the higher the level of the
signal component relative to the
carrier at the demodulator input.
It is manifested, among other things,
in inaccurate indications of differ-
ential gain and phase at the color
subcarrier and distortion of the
chrominance/luminance rela-
tionship.

In any event, the test signal re-
quirement is not being adopted as
an enforcement tool, but to give the
television station licensee a more
effective and meaningful method
for monitoring the daily operation
of his transmission facilities.

The other major source of dis-
tortion may be in the demodulator
which feeds the waveform monitor
or vectorscope for test signal obser-
vations. Quadrature distortion is
produced in an envelope detector
when the portion of the television
signal which is transmitted in the
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formance of a transmitter when handling vertical interval information as compared to program material. These differences should be identified by full field/vertical interval test signal comparisons in the calibration procedure.

Since lines 18 and 19 may be occupied by network signals, and excess noise may be present, erasing facilities must be employed before the locally-generated test signals are inserted at the input to the studio-transmitter link.

New Equipment Coming

To permit station licensees to obtain the necessary signal generating equipment, the FCC has postponed the implementation of the test signal requirement until April 1, 1972.

The FCC expects that well before the effective date of the test signal rules, signal generators capable of providing all of the required test signals will be available. Such generators will incorporate facilities for erasing incoming signals and noise from lines 18 and 19, and for inserting the test signals directly on these lines. While these generators would seem to offer the simplest and perhaps most economical method for providing the required test signal input, the television licensee is not precluded by the rules from employing any combination of separate signal generators and auxiliary equipment which will produce test signals of the specified characteristics.

Off-the-air test signal observations are not expected to provide an absolute measure of transmitter performance, but rather are relied on to indicate departures from normal transmitter performance determined at the time the off-the-air monitor is calibrated. Thus, the broadcaster is not expected to make a detailed evaluation of the characteristics of the test signals when they are observed and logged each half hour—only significant deviations from normal transmission need be specifically noted and analyzed.

The FCC has no immediate intention of establishing standards for type approval of vertical interval test signal generators, or for other items of equipment, such as demodulators, whose performance characteristics may affect test signal transmission and observation. The development of standards, and particularly the subsequent testing of various manufactured units for compliance with these standards, can be extremely time-consuming and would unduly delay the implementation of the test signal rules.

The broadcaster can best assure that the apparatus he acquires is of satisfactory quality by a careful study of detailed specifications, which any reputable manufacturer will supply, of any piece of equipment he has under consideration, with due regard to the requirements of the rules.

In adopting rules requiring the regular transmission and observation of vertical interval test signals by television stations operating by remote control, the FCC is providing a new, and it believes, more effective means for the continuing supervision of television transmission systems. As the broadcaster gains operating experience under these rules, the need or desirability for their modification may become apparent. The FCC would appreciate suggestions from the broadcaster, or reports in problems encountered.

If, as is hoped, this method of transmitter supervision becomes firmly established and accepted for use by television broadcast stations operating by remote control, consideration may be given to the extension of the requirement to all television broadcast stations. At that time, it may be appropriate to consider the relaxation of rules which require the half-hourly logging of the traditional operating parameters.

Footnotes

73.682(a) (21): “The interval beginning with the last 12 microseconds of line 17 and continuing through line 20 of the vertical blanking interval may be used for the transmission of test signals . . .”

Fig. 6 Typical instruments for generating and inserting the vertical interval test signals.
Multiplying, mixing and modulating with IC's

Part 2 of a two-part series  By Walt Jung

Last month we talked of the balanced modulator in IC form as exemplified by Motorola’s MC-1596/1496 chips. The balanced modulator by itself is certainly an important enough IC development, but it is more than that. It also forms the basis for a completely linear four quadrant multiplier, a circuit which performs circuit functions previously impossible or economically unfeasible.

The four quadrant multiplier operates with two linear voltage inputs (X and Y) in the range of ±10 Volts and generates an output signal which is the product of these two inputs times a scale factor, “K”. Therefore the output is of the form E₀ = K Eₓ Eᵧ where K is the scale factor and Ex and Ey are the X and Y inputs. As in the balanced modulator, the device is termed four quadrant, because the output will always possess the correct algebraic sign with any combination of Ex and Ey polarities.

This month we'll look inside this type of IC to see how it works and also explore a few applications useful to the broadcast engineer. Among the applications of the four quadrant multiplier are: modulation and demodulation, phase detection, frequency multiplication, electronic gain control, audio or video switching, voltage tunable filters, and power computation.

Heart of the Four Quadrant Multiplier

Last month we described how a monolithic balanced modulator performs the process of multiplying two inputs. This is accomplished by the two inputs to the device, termed the “signal port” and the “carrier port” on the MC1596/1496. In Figure 1 you will note a very close similarity to the MC1596/1496 contained in the left hand portion of the circuit. This circuit is of course a balanced modulator also, the only difference being the addition of Darlington connected drivers to Q5 and Q6. The biasing network of Q7-Q9 is identical to the MC1596/1496, and the collector currents of Q5 and Q6 feed a quad set of current mode switches, Q1-Q4, just as in the MC1596/1496. But note the base drive for Q1-Q4—not from the external world, but from another circuit (the right hand portion).

The reason for this additional circuit is the difference in concept between the basic balanced modulator (as typified by the MC1596/1496) and a fully linear four quadrant multiplier such as the MC1595/1495 (which is what the schematic of Figure 1 shows).

Last month we discussed the signal handling capability of the MC1596/1496 carrier input or the quad transistor set of Q1-Q4. These transistors only exhibit a linear voltage input/current output transfer for small signal levels; 50mv or less. For signals much beyond, linearity suffers, and compression of the transfer characteristic begins to occur. Further increases cause more signal compression, until beyond a certain input signal level, full limiting occurs.

The distinction we are making here is that the basic balanced modulator (MC1596/1496) is best suited as a switching mode type of multiplier because of this natural limiting characteristic of the carrier input transistors Q1-Q4. To realize

![Fig. 1 The MC1595/1495, a linear four quadrant multiplier.](image-url)
I

Fig. 2 Illustration of linear current control through non-linear processing.

a completely linear transfer characteristic through this port, some additional monolithic matching tricks are brought into play.

**Linear Current Transfer Through Non-Linear Processing**

If we consider a pair of identical transistors (such as those readily available through monolithic matching) we will note some very basic properties which can be brought into play in a highly useful manner. In Figure 2, D1 and Q2 are a matched pair of transistors with D1 diode connected and in shunt with the base of Q2. It is a well known property of a semiconductor diode that its forward voltage drop is logarithmically related to the current flowing through the junction. In Figure 2, D1 is such a diode and will exhibit a drop (which is also its Vbe) which is logarithmically related to I1. Note that for linear current changes in I1, the Vbe of D1 will vary in quite a non-linear fashion, since it is logarithmically related.

But now consider the effect of Q2. The collector current of a transistor is exponentially related to its base voltage. This also is non-linear; the voltage changes required in Q2’s Vbe for linear collector current changes are very small and not related in a linear fashion.

Now relate these two phenomena to the original assumption of identical transistors for D1 and Q2. For a given Ic the Vbe’s of the two transistors will be identical. Stated another way, if a current I1 is fed into D1 it will naturally develop a Vbe across D1 which is logarithmically related to this current. But since Q2 receives this same base voltage, its collector current will be an exponential function of it. Since the two are ideally matched, I2 will be equal to I1!

It also follows that equal changes in I1, will result in corresponding equal changes in I2. So we can see how two non-linear transistor properties can be utilized to realize linear current transfer through the use of matched transistor properties which cancel the non-linearities in complementary fashion.

Now we can relate this property to Figure 1 in a couple of steps and see how a complete linearization of the Y channel signal input takes place. First, refer to Figure 3, which is a simplified model of the multiplier with the non-linear processing. Diodes D1 and D2 represent the logarithmic elements similar to D1 to Figure 2. These two diodes receive the equal and out of phase currents from the Y channel input differential pair. These two signals are shown as +Iy and -Iy. So far this stage operates just as the signal port we discussed last month for the MC1596/1496, with the exception that loads for this stage are the diodes D1 and D2.

Now you will also note that D1 and D2 are in parallel with the upper port quad transistors (Q1-Q4) of the balanced modulator. And just as we talked of matched transistors for the development of Figure 2, here we will consider all of the Q1-Q4 set and D1-D2 identical. It is quickly apparent what happens now. The differential logarithmic voltages across D1 and D2 exactly complement the drive requirements for non-linear voltage control of Q1-Q4. As a result the currents +Iy and -Iy control the relative conduction of the Q1-Q4 set in a linear manner, although the means of control is decidedly non-linear.

Let’s review what has been accomplished in this process. We have two linear input signals, Ex and Ey which are converted into corresponding currents proportional to Rx and Ry. These currents appear differentially as ±Ix and ±Iy. ±Iy is processed logarithmically and used to control one input of a balanced modulator (Q1-Q4). The other input to the modulator is ±Ix. These two inputs are multi-
Here are eight problems that cost you money

- No control track
- Bad electronic edit
- Control track out of phase
- Head not locked to video
- Unstable caption
- Non-synchronous switches
- 60-cycle drum error
- Low-bank color played in hi-band
Protect your profits automatically with the AVR-1

AMPEX
Welcome to a world of error-free television. Or, rather, television with errors corrected so fast that the eye cannot follow nor the mind register. Television that is the world of the incredible AVR-1 ... a VTR designed to meet your record and playback requirements as you have expressed them.

AVR-1, the third generation recorder that moves far ahead of all previous VTRs. The miracle of electronic advancement that cleans up your log with "hands-off," automatic ease and precision. Human and machine generated errors disappear as video automation, pioneered and developed by Ampex, produces profit by creating make-good free programming. Programming that looks good on the screen and equally good on the profit and loss sheets.

To prove our point, Ampex engineers have prepared the "World's Worst Videotape Recording." It took our best engineers to make a recording this bad. A tape containing eight recording faults in an exaggerated degree. We're sure these errors are never made in your operation, but other people make them and you have to play them. And you can with an AVR-1; with less operator time, too!

It's unlikely you'll ever be faced with any tape containing all these faults, but you have been, are now, and will be faced with each of them individually.

As shown by the accompanying frames excerpted from the tape, and as witnessed by television executives across the nation, all eight errors are corrected automatically by the AVR-1...even when operated by an unskilled person.

Join us in our world of profit-producing picture perfection with the AVR-1.
Get more from

Improved monitoring and test facilities

In addition to the standard pulse-cross video monitor, the AVR-1 is provided with dual waveform monitors for display of both signal and system waveforms. Audio monitoring includes a new high-quality acoustic-suspension speaker and amplifier with audio and cue level controls. A dynamic microphone is provided, as are selector push-buttons and two true VU meters.

New tape timing accuracy

Dependable, repeatable accuracy in tape timing is provided by the new Ampex Electronic Tape Timer. Counting either elapsed or remaining time in hours, minutes, seconds and frames, this timer can freeze a reading to locate a position on tape and is accurate to the frame. Displays are large and easy to read.
Functionally separated controls

Logical AVR-1 control groupings provide for the ultimate in operating flexibility. Primary transport controls can be remoted to production areas. The secondary controls are divided into three sections: set-up panel, standards control panel and maintenance panel. Set-up and standards control panel can also be remoted.

New Mark XX video head assembly

Changing a video head assembly on the AVR-1 is push-button easy. A single precision lock permits the operator to push the button and lift the Mark XX Video Head from its preamp subbase. The vacuum guide automatically withdraws from the head for tape threading and for easy cleaning.

Improved tape handling

Six features of the AVR-1 provide for improved tape handling: Vacuum columns, air guides, vacuum capstan, glass transport cover, retracting vacuum guide block and tape shuttle control.
More from the incredible AVR-1

Instant video

The AVR-1 achieves stable operation in less than 200 milliseconds after startup. When picture break-up occurs, the AVR-1 fades to black, stays in black during disturbance, then comes up on a stable picture when the disturbance is over.

A fully-framed video output occurs in less than 6 frames; 6 frames easily cued by means of the AVR-1 timer display and a convenient knurled capstan grip.

Fully synchronous operation

Reference sync, blanking and color burst from station composite sync are added to the AVR-1’s signal—its output can be switched and mixed like that of a camera.

Stability

The AVR-1 computer-type circuitry offers something new: once you set them, control adjustments stay put. Optimum conditions are set to occur at a zero volts DC level; to set up, simply zero the knobs on the secondary control panels.

There it is. And there’s nothing else in the world like it. The incredible AVR-1. The Third Generation VTR that every television station and production facility needs.

No more lost profits from someone else’s recording errors. No more screams from the sales department over make-goods. No more channel-hopping viewers because of sloppy continuity. Nothing but perfect pictures with fewer man hours on the incredible Third Generation AVR-1.
Rapid loading

Tape reels mount conveniently at waist height. Threading is a simple, sweeping motion. And a high-speed, continuously-variable shuttle control speeds work at the machine.

Vacuum columns

Vacuum columns, combined with outstanding servo systems and the wide range time-base correction, give the AVR-1 its 200-millisecond lockup. And help clean and preserve tape, by eliminating mechanical tensioners. The oxide surface of the tape touches only the heads.

Wide range time-base correction

The AVR-1 takes a new approach to the problem with an extended range of ±32 microseconds. Servo systems control tape speed, tape tension, and head-wheel positioning to bring the error within this correctable range.

Check the full story with your Ampex Sales Representative, or write: National Sales Manager, Video Products Division, Ampex Corporation, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063. Ask too, about the many AVR-1 accessories including automatic tracking control, velocity compensator, electronic editor and the new auto-chroma. We can also tell you about the companion of the AVR-1. The automatic cassette recorder which includes all these automatic features. The Ampex ACR-25. You'll profit from the experience.
Protect your profits automatically with the AVR-1

AMPEX

Make goods are no good for anyone. Commercial Agencies drop their schedules. Profits from your precious air time go down with the make-good.

Today, eight major production errors that cause you to lose profits are corrected automatically with the AVR-1...and save operator time, too. Your VTR man hits the playback button and unplayable tapes are playable.

The automatic AVR-1 not only corrects other people's mistakes, it also frees your station personnel for added profit opportunities. Spots, new program development, promos. The AVR-1 saves money here, too. Easy-to-use controls and advanced automatic features cut operator and set-up time.

And these same automatic error correcting features are also built into the new ACR-25 Cassette Recorder, companion to the AVR-1.

Our seemingly boastful claims were proved television executives and engineers across the country when they viewed our "World's Worst Videotape Recording" demonstration tape. First, we ran the world's most unplayable tape recording on a second generation VTR...without success. Then, we took the same tape and showed perfect pictures corrected automatically on the third-generation AVR-1.

It's everything a third-generation VTR should be. Created with Ampex expertise. Designed to meet your record and playback requirements as you have expressed them. There's no doubt, you need the third generation AVR-1.

For further details contact your Ampex representative or write: National Sales Manager, Video Production Division, Ampex Corporation, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063.

The monitor picture shown below is an unretouched photo taken directly from a color monitor; shown here on a standa AVR-1. A color monitor is available as an option.
plied within the modulator and appear at the output resistors as ±KExEy. Just as in the basic balanced modulator, these output signals are four quadrant, always possessing the correct sign for all input polarities. The scale factor “K” is set by the resistances Rx and Ry in relation to RL and the ratio of Y channel current to X channel current. Both signal inputs are differential and can handle DC as well as AC signals.

If we turn back to Figure 1 we see how this all goes together in a single chip as Motorola's MC1595/1495. This chip is in a 14 pin dual-in-line package and contains all the circuitry shown in Figure 1 (with the exception of the Rx and Ry scaling resistors). As was true for the MC1596/1496, you will note there is little internal commitment of signal leads; rather, all pertinent points are brought out to the user for flexibility.

Biasing of the X and Y differential input channels is identical to that of the MC1596/1496: selection of a single external resistor sets the current in the differential amp. The X and Y biasing taps are separate, however. This facilitates scaling of the relative bias ratios between the two channels. The bias connection for D1 and D2 is brought out for external connection.

**Fig. 4 Test circuit for the MC1595/1495.**

**Fig. 4a Scope pattern for the MC1595 balanced modulator.**

**Fig. 4b Scope pattern for the MC1595 as a modulator.**

**Setting up the MC1595/1495 For Operation**

Now that we have dissected the gadget and exposed its inner workings we'll want to put it to work in a few applications. We'll begin by talking of a few parameters important in applying the device and then progress into some useful circuits.

The first step in setting up an MC1595/1495 is the DC biasing required to properly operate the device within its linear range. Let's look at a typical operating condition and see what this means circuit wise. Figure 4 illustrates a typical multiplier circuit set up for an X and Y input range of ±10 Volts and an output swing of ±10 Volts. Under these conditions K is equal to 1/10. X and Y channel bias currents are set to 1 ma with R3 and R13, with R3 made variable (more on this in moment).

For good linearity, the dynamic current in Rx and Ry is not recommended to be more than ½ the bias current at pin 3 and 13. This makes Ix and Iy = 0.67 ma max, and with Ex and Ey 10 Volts max, Rx and Ry then become 15 K.

The value of the load resistor RL is determined by the scale factor K, Rx, Ry, and I3 according to the relation K=2RL.

13Rx Ry

Since all of these factors are known, we can easily solve for RL and it is found to be 11.25K. And since the scale factor is also dependent upon I3, trimming this current allows a precise value of K to be set. So we can use an 11K resistor for R1 and set K to exactly 1/10 by trimming R3 with the 5K pot.

The remaining resistor, Rcm, is selected to drop the difference between the supply voltage (here 32 Volts to allow a 10 Volt swing at each RL) and a voltage high enough to insure non-saturated operation of the Y channel input transistors. Since these transistors must swing +10V max, 3 Volts is added for safety. Then this plus the .7 Volts of D1-D2 places pin 1 at 13.7 Volts. Then Rcm = 32-13.7 = 18.6K or, since this voltage is not critical, the nearest standard value of 9.15K is used.

These conditions set up the basic operational conditions of the circuit. In terms of “ball park” so to speak. But for precise operation, the conditions will need to be trimmed more closely to optimize things. This is similar to the carrier balance technique used with the MC1596/1496, but in this case there are more adjustments. There is a definite procedure recommended, which goes as follows:

1. With Ex and Ey = 0, adjust output offset (P1) to zero.
2. With Ex = 5V, Ey = 0, adjust Ey offset (P3) until output is zero.
3. With Ey = 5V, Ex = 0, adjust Ex offset (P2) until output is zero.
4. With Ex and Ey = 0, adjust offset (P1) to zero.
5. With Ex = Ey = 5V, adjust scale factor (P4) until output is 2.5V.
6. With Ex = Ey = -5V, insure that output is correct at 2.5V. If out of tolerance, repeat steps 1-5.

Having properly set the multiplier up for correct operation, it will now operate according to specification. The MC1595 has a maximum output linearity error (in percent of full scale) of 1 percent for the X input, a 2 percent for the Y input. The MC1495 has maximum allowable errors of twice these figures for the same conditions. These tests are at 25°C and using the circuit of Figure 4, which is in
All-digital circuitry.
All-digital genlock.
Programmable pulse widths.
Mono and color lock.
Bar/dot and black burst.
Front-panel test points.
Best time-base stability.
Two rates of genlock.
Full maintenance access during operation.
Built to network specs.

Anything less isn't the world's most advanced color sync generator.

Write today for complete technical and price information on the TeleMation TSG-3000.

TELEMATION
P.O. Box 15068, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
Phone: 801-487-5399
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As in the MC1596/1496, this one also can be used for demodulation by multiplying a modulated carrier times a local synchronous carrier and low pass filtering the output to recover the modulation products. Hence the name "product detector".

Again, as was true with the MC-1596/1496, the MC1595/1495 will double an input frequency without tuned circuits and with minimum distortion. The MC1595/1495 also has the big advantage of a much wider dynamic range. Figure 5 is a squaring circuit (which squares a single input frequency or squares a spectrum) optimized for this particular use. Note that offset adjustments are still used to ensure accuracy. In this circuit the X and Y offset adjustments are made initially with the X and Y inputs separated (steps 2 and 3). There is no output offset adjustment for this circuit. Then connect X and Y and apply an AC input and you will get a waveform like Figure 6.

**DC Applications**

For DC applications the output of the multiplier must be directly coupled. A differential DC signal is available between pins 2 and 14 of Figure 4. However this signal rides on a 21 Volt DC quiescent level, and in many applications it may be desired that a DC output be centered around ground. Figure 7 is another general purpose multiplier, but in this case it can be completely DC coupled with an output which rides around ground quiescently. Note also that it operates from ±15 Volt supplies.

This circuit uses a multiplier block with a scale factor of 1/75 and an op-amp level converter with a gain of 7.5 to give a net scale factor of 1/10. The op-amp amplifies the differential signal from the multiplier and shifts the DC level down to zero at its output. The output offset control allows adjustment of the output DC level to null both the offset of the multiplier and the op-amp. Setup procedure for this circuit is the same as that described for Figure 4.

**Viewed As A System**

So far we've discussed a few circuits and how they work on two voltages. But a better appreciation of the device can be had if it is viewed on a system basis. To do this let's now visualize applying the circuit blocks we've discussed in some systems.

Figure 8 is a good example of what can be accomplished with the versatility of the MC1595/1495 multipliers. Here a pair of multipliers are connected as complementary gain controlled stages with a gain control voltage applied to the Y channels. The X channels are fed two signals which are to be controlled, A and B. The control voltage is a 0 to +10 DC signal. Operation is as follows.

The A channel multiplier operates as a voltage controlled amplifier. Its range of gain extends from zero with \( V_c = 0 \) VDC to maximum with \( V_c = +10 \) VDC. The B channel multiplier operates as the exact complement of this; its range of gain extends from maximum with \( V_c = 0 \) VDC to minimum with \( V_c = +10 \) VDC. With this arrangement the single control voltage controls the degree of gain of both channels from minimum to maximum or anything in between. The outputs of the two multipliers are combined...
in an op-amp summing circuit which also buffers it to a low source impedance.

**Versatility Of A Voltage Controlled Stage**

There are many things you can do with a voltage controlled stage such as this. If signals A and B are two audio inputs, a pot supplying the 0 to 10 Volts DC control will serve as a remote fader control. In fact if suitable attention is paid to optimizing the bandwidth of the multiplier circuit and the summing amplifier, this circuit can be useful at video frequencies as well as audio.

This provides a tremendous advantage to switcher/fader design as a single control voltage provides complementary control of two video channels, allowing smooth transitions from one to the other without clumsy attempts to make two different ganged fader pots track, a situation which although theoretically realizable is a near impossibility in practice.

By going a step further you can automate the control by using a ramp generator as shown. With individual control of ramp times you can make programmed fades from one channel to the other. Although the schematic shows push-button switches to initiate the fades, this could also be done by control logic and thus be completely automated. The fades you will get with a circuit like this will always be smooth, linear and perfect, and with the selection of ramp times, easily adjustable to create the desired effect.

You can carry the idea of the ramp control a step further and apply it to special effects video processing and come up with some very unique results. This is illustrated in Figure 9, which shows waveforms corresponding to the circuit of Figure 8. Here two video inputs A and B are switched by a trapezoidal control signal, shown here in approximately the middle third of a single TV line.

Note that as A is fading to zero, B is rising to maximum. On the trailing edge of the switching waveform the reverse is true. During the period of the switching transition portions of both video waveforms will appear on the screen, giving a "soft" transition between the two, a "movie-like" effect not hertofore possible with TV techniques. Control of the switch transition times and the shape of its slope (linear, "S-shaped") will give creative control over the resultant image.

Another version of a voltage controlled attenuator with wide usefulness is an AGC system. By rectifying a portion of the AC output signal from a multiplier and applying it back as a voltage control, automatic level control can be implemented.

**Summing Up**

The listing of linear multiplier applications could go on and on indefinitely, for the potential applications of a device such as this go as far as there are requirements for solving for the product of two variables. Just as is true with the operational amplifier, imagination is the only real limitation to the use of the 4 quadrant multiplier.
In these two articles we’ve tried to lay down the groundwork of the circuit concepts behind the monolithic balanced modulator and the four quadrant multiplier. You may want to learn more of this fascinating class of devices, so we are including a list of application notes and data sheets which are concerned with the multiplier concept. You may write to Motorola on your company letterhead at the address listed to obtain further information.

Application Notes—
AN531: MC1596 Balanced Modulator.
AN489: Analysis & Basic Operation of the MC1595.
AN490: Using the MC1595 Multiplier in Arithmetic Operations.
AN491: Gated Video Amplifier Applications The MC1545.
AN432B: A Monolithic Integrated FM Stereo Decoder System.

Data Sheets—
MC1596 MC1496
MC1595 MC1495
MC1594 MC1494
MC1545 MC1445
MC1304, MC1305, MC1307
MC1326, MC1328, MC1330
MFC6040

Address Information requests to:
Edmund Tynan
Supervisor — Technical Information Center
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc.
P.O. Box 20924
Phoenix, Arizona 85036

---

Fig. 9. Special effects ‘soft’ switch.
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HELIAX COAXIAL CABLE...

the ultimate in high power performance

The one cable that has all the advantages for transmission of high power RF. One piece connects transmitter to antenna. Eliminates the numerous flanges and bullets of rigid systems. HELIAX is easiest to plan. Easiest to install. Most reliable. Corrugated conductors eliminate the differential expansion problems. Cable can be clamped directly to tower, buried directly in earth. Standard types and sizes up to 8". Communicate with Andrew.

ANDREW CORPORATION, 10500 W. 153RD STREET, ORLAND PARK, ILLINOIS 60462, PHONE (312) 349-3300
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Solid State Rectifier Stacks

By Guffy P. Wilkinson

How much did one hour and 39 minutes of “Off Air” time cost your station last year?

How much did your station spend for obsolete and expensive mercury vapor rectifier tubes?

How much did the money cost, which was tied up in spare rectifier tubes?

How much money was spent on uncomfortable engineering time to replace bad rectifier tubes at 6 a.m.

Fig. 1. This 20 kV, 6 Ampere stack replaces the 673.

How much money was wasted on power consumption for the rectifier filaments and for heaters and cooling devices for 6,370 hours?

Add up all this money and multiply it by the number of years of your transmitter life. That’s a lot of money!

In the old days, mercury vapor and xenon gas filled diode rectifier tubes were the most efficient known for high power use. Mass-produced at relatively low cost, having little internal voltage drop and high current capability, they were the only answer for rectifiers in large power supplies for transmitters; nevertheless, they have many disadvantages.

The mercury vapor tube must be operated within a limited temperature range, and the condensed mercury within it must be maintained between 20° and 60° C. If the ambient temperature is too cold, arc starvation occurs and the tube will not fire, thus, some form of heating is required. If the ambient temperature is too hot, arcing will occur and external cooling is necessary. Spare tubes must be preheated for 30 minutes and maintained in a vertical position on the shelf. Thirty seconds of warm-up time is required to bring the tube up to temperature and this time is lost if failure occurs.

Expensive filament transformers are necessary because of the high voltage insulation required. Filaments burn out and spent emission requires tube replacement and causes lost air time. Filament power consumption is costly and produces unneeded heat. Since no new equipment incorporates mercury vapor tubes, fewer units are being manufactured, and they are becoming more expensive and less reliable due to extended shelf life. In many localities, they are very scarce and additional spares must be bought in order to guarantee availability.

Today, the broadcast station still operating equipment using mercury tubes is practicing a false economy, for new solid state rectifiers will pay their own way in a very short time.

It is now easy and economical to directly replace mercury vapor tubes with highly reliable controlled avalanche silicon rectifier stacks. These units plug directly into the tube socket; no re-wiring is necessary and the conversion takes only minutes. Such devices now have a service history in excess of ten years in power supplies of every conceivable configuration.

Properly selected and protected, they will last virtually forever. They will operate in the temperature range of -65° to +100° C. They operate instantaneously and do not require warm-up time. Filament transformers are unnecessary and emission will not fade. They do not consume filament power and produce no heat.

How It Stacks Up

The modern silicon stack is composed of several individual controlled avalanche diodes stacked in series in order to obtain the peak reverse voltage characteristic desired. This reverse voltage is that which the stack must withstand when it is not conducting. A reasonable peak reverse voltage rating for a single junction diode is 1 kV. Thus, a stack rated at 18 kV PRV at 3 amperes will incorporate 18 1 kV diodes in series, each having an average current rating of 3 amperes.

Of prime importance in this series circuit is the requirement that reverse voltage be divided equally across all the junctions in the stack. For this reason, the best practice is to match all the diodes in the stack for reverse current leakage, and then shunt each diode with a voltage dividing resistor and a capacitor.

Nearly all individual diode failures result in a junction short, which reduces the PRV rating of the stack by the voltage rating of the diode. Because of this, a well-designed stack will continue to operate until its PRV rating is lowered below the PRV present, at which time all the rest of the diodes will fail. To avoid this occurrence, silicon stacks should not be encapsulated so that individual diodes
Right on! Power tubes have come a long way since the nostalgic days of EIMAC's first triode, the 150T. All the way up to the giant X-2159 developmental tetrode having a plate dissipation of one and one-quarter megawatts.

The amazing X-2159 powerhouse can develop two megawatts of CW power up to 30 MHz or so with up to 17 decibels stage gain. It can also be used as a 60 kilovolt, 1,000 ampere switch tube, or as an extremely high power pulse modulator.

Two EIMAC X-2159s can be used in a 2.5 megawatt, 100% plate modulated medium or shortwave transmitter. At VLF, moreover, two X-2159s can develop 4 megawatts of CW power.

The X-2159 is a thought provoking example of EIMAC's capability to produce tomorrow's tube today.

For full specifications on EIMAC's new super power tetrode and other outstanding products write: EIMAC Division of Varian, 301 Industrial Way, San Carlos, California 94070. Or contact any of the more than 30 Varian/EIMAC Electron Tube and Device Group Sales Offices throughout the world.
can be tested periodically and replaced if necessary.

This testing can be eliminated by the installation of a neon lamp across each individual diode. The reverse voltage on the diode lights the lamp and indicates that the diode is normal. If the diode shorts, or its reverse leakage exceeds the norm, insufficient reverse voltage is developed and the neon lamp is extinguished, automatically indicating a failure.

A voltage dropping resistor must be placed in series with the lamp not only to achieve the proper voltage for it, but to determine the amount of permissible reverse leakage possible before the lamp is extinguished. This self-testing feature saves many hours of maintenance time and because of their light, serve as an added reminder that high voltage is present.

When excessive reverse voltage is applied to a silicon junction, reverse current will start to avalanche through the junction at the most vulnerable point on the junction surface. If the point passing the reverse current cannot dissipate the power generated, the junction will be punctured, thereby destroying the diode. A controlled avalanche device, however, controls the reverse current flow equally through the whole surface of the junction; therefore, more power can be dissipated before the junction is destroyed. This provides added protection for the diode and is a very necessary feature in a silicon stack to combat high voltage transients.

The only disadvantage that a silicon stack exhibits in comparison to the mercury vapor or xenon gas filled tube is its destruction due to excessive voltages caused by transients or lightning. However, if adequate safety factors and good engineering practices are observed, this condition will rarely occur.

Most overvoltage is caused by high voltage transients or lightning on AC power lines. Line Surge Protectors, however, are now available to control lightning and such high voltage transients. For lightning protection, these devices are placed on the load side of the input breaker between the AC line and ground. This is done since lightning generally strikes all phases at the same time, and, therefore, the voltage differential is developed between line to ground rather than from phase to phase. When transients occur from other sources that are developed between phases, then it is practical to install an additional Line Surge Protector across each phase.

The most practical Line Surge Protectors incorporate thyrite varistors which are voltage sensitive variable resistors. The varistor has a given resistance at its rated voltage and at its rated voltage, very little power is dissipated. The unique characteristic of the varistor is that when voltage increases, the resistance of the varistor decreases at a much greater rate than that of the voltage increase. Thus, the varistor acts as an instant load to any overvoltage and is an automatic, instantaneous regulator for such overvoltage.

High voltage transients are also produced by the collapsing field of the filter reactor in a power supply. The filter reactor produces a magnetic field around itself having a force equivalent to the power being generated at any given instant. When the equipment is turned off, the field collapses, generating a voltage transient many times that of the normal peak reverse voltage. When mercury vapor tubes are used, this voltage causes an arc back in the tube which is not seen because the tube is not operating, but such a transient would destroy a silicon rectifier. It is very simple to filter out this spike with the installation of an RC filter network from the rectifier side of the filter reactor to ground. The formula for determining the value of the resistor and capacitor is:

$$ R = \frac{EDC}{I \times DC} $$

$$ C = \frac{L \times \text{de} \times 10^9}{4 \times E^2 \times \text{dc}} $$

Where resistance is ohms, C is in microfarads, Idc is the total DC current drawn, and L is the total inductance in the circuit. The voltage rating of the capacitor should be DC voltage divided by .7 (approx.) and a 50 Watt resistor is normally sufficient.

A well-designed silicon stack should have a reverse voltage rating of at least 200 percent of that to which it is normally subjected. The current rating should be at least 300 percent of average current. This will assure an adequate safety margin under nearly all circumstances.

Proper Stack Selection

To select the proper silicon stack replacement for a given tube, the circuit should be analyzed to provide the proper safety margin.

Figure 1 shows the four most commonly used rectifier circuits, the percentage of peak reverse voltage present for each stack within that type of circuit, as well as percentage of total current that each stack will supply. For example, in a single phase full wave center tap circuit, the peak inverse voltage is 314 percent of the rated DC voltage; and each stack will supply 50 percent of the current. Therefore, if two mercury vapor tubes were used in a 2800V, 1 amperes supply, each stack would be subjected to a normal peak reverse voltage of 8,792V, and each stack would supply 500 mills. In this instance, the
Mark Evans, chairman of the National Association of Broadcasters' Task Force on License Renewals, warned broadcast executives that they must band together and fight unjust attempts to deprive them of their licenses or face the possibility of losing them to those who “promise to produce programs more satisfactory to the Commission’s taste.”

He said the effort of the NAB Task Force never will succeed unless each broadcaster maximizes “every ounce of power and influence this industry possesses to achieve a fair and reasonable license renewal policy.”

Evans, vice president and director of public affairs, Metromedia, Washington, emphasized at NAB’s Chicago Fall Conference that broadcasters are not attempting to escape their responsibilities, nor “seeking to avoid our commitment to operate in the public interest by one iota,” but are seeking “a balanced recognition of everybody’s rights and not the myopic pursuit of one group’s rights.”

He noted that NAB’s Board of Directors feels the final solution to the license renewal matter will be a federal law spelling out a permanent national policy binding on the Federal Communications Commission and the courts.

Broadcasters, Evans said, are up against a “Coordinated inter-locking national movement to displace current licenses.” This movement, he stated, is financed by a war chest of over a half-million dollars.

He said that while broadcasters are united against the unjustified harassment by radical groups seeking their licenses, they also must be united behind whatever bill is drawn up for Congressional action.

The fight can be won, Evans said, because “right is on our side. The wholesale turnover of radio and television licenses to challengers would create chaos and public resentment that would make it very uncomfortable for those who support it.”

To combat the campaign by radical groups, Evans urged broadcasters to:

- Master the facts and be articulate on the arguments.
- Sell their position to everybody: employees, family, clients, advertising agencies, service clubs and public service organizations.
- Establish “eyeball contact” with their Congressmen. “Letter writing is not enough.”
- Fight the label “racist.” He said “the only thing racist about our efforts is the people who are making it so in their criticism.”
- Avoid the wheel-spinning of futile legislative efforts.
- Stand by for an all-out battle on the issue.

Voice Identification Still Applies To Land Mobile

In response to requests by the Associated Public-Safety Communications Officers, Inc. (APCO) and RYDAX, Inc., for reconsideration of rules governing operation of non-voice radio systems on voice channels in the land mobile services below 950 MHz (Docket 19086), the Commission has retained a requirement for identification of land mobile radio stations by voice, but has deleted a requirement for automatic sensing of channel occupancy.

In an order adopted August 18, 1971, the Commission amended Parts 89, 91 and 93 of the rules to permit regular and expanded operation of non-voice operation in the land mobile services.

APCO had asked for an exception to the requirement for station identification by voice to allow station identification by Morse Code and RYDAX had asked for deletion of the requirement that non-voice systems employ automatic sensing or monitoring equipment that can prevent transmission on an occupied channel.

The Commission said, in denying the APCO request, that use of Morse Code would not afford significant advantages and noted that the additional transmitting time required could increase potential interference.

In granting the RYDAX request, the Commission stated that it had originally required automatic sensing of channel occupancy to protect voice communications from interference by non-voice transmissions and to assure that non-voice operations would be secondary to voice operations.

The FCC observed, however, that RYDAX, as well as General Electric Company and RCA Corporation, had raised “significant questions” as to the effectiveness and adaptability of automatic sensing devices and said that while it would permit use of these devices, it would not impose a mandatory requirement for their utilization at this time.
OK.
3001 hours on our headwheel at KENI-TV is a bit exceptional.
But...

Headwheel life of 500 hours is not at all unusual. In fact, it's the average life users of the new RCA headwheel are enjoying.
And over 40 users are members of our 1000 hour club. With some still running.

Long headwheel life is just one feature of RCA VTRs.
The new headwheel comes with all of them—and comes twice with the world's first Cartridge Video Machine, our TCR-100.

It's only one of the performance and cost saving features of our line. Check with one of our representatives and find out the rest.
RCA is in business to help you get your job done more easily, and more profitably.
Our new headwheel is doing it—and that's more than a little exceptional.

RCA
GET THE WORLD'S BEST FM STEREO
WITH THE WORLD'S BEST EQUIPMENT
THE WORLD'S BEST SOLID STATE STEREO GENERATOR

POSITIVE PROOF

* 60 db separation ............... 50 Hz-7500 Hz
* 55 db separation ............... 7500 Hz-10000 Hz
* 50 db separation ............... 10 KHz 15 KHz
* FM Noise – 75 db ............... Cross Talk – 60 db

WILKINSON ELECTRONICS SG1E

COMES COMPLETE WITH POWER SUPPLY – REQUIRES ONLY 3½ RACK SPACE.
ONLY ONE FRONT PANEL ADJUSTMENT. REMOTE STEREO ON/OFF FUNCTION.
PRECISION BUILT BY INSTRUMENT MAKERS – TRULY BUILT TO LAST FOREVER.

THE WORLD'S BEST SOLID STATE FM EXCITER

POSITIVE PROOF

* Frequency response ± ¼ DB 15Hz-350KHz.
* FM Noise Level – 75 DB below 100% Mod.
* Harmonic Distortion – 0.3%.
* Type Modulation – Direct FM.
* Power Output – Adjustable to 18 watts.
* Modulation capability – 200%.
* Stability 1 part in 100000
* Requires no oven and is not susceptible to rumble and microphonics.

WILKINSON ELECTRONICS FME10

FCC TYPE ACCEPTED – POWER SUPPLY INCLUDED – REQUIRES 7" VERT. SPACE
IMMEDIATELY USABLE IN ANY TRANSMITTER – DRAWER CONSTRUCTION FOR ACCESS:
SHIELDED BY BOTH STEEL AND ALUMINUM. COMPLETELY METERED. ADJUSTMENT FREE.

NO ONE IN THE WORLD CAN MATCH THIS COMBINATION

WILKINSON ELECTRONICS, INC.

1937 W. MacDADE BLVD.
WOODLYN, PA. 19094
TELEPHONE (215) 874-5236/874-5237
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stack should be rated at 18 kV, 1.5 amperes.

It is very important that silicon stacks essentially developed to replace a given tube should be rated well in excess of the tube in order to avoid failure. Several 1 kW AM transmitters use two 8008 or 872 tubes in a full wave center tap circuit providing 2800 Volts DC at 1 amp. These tubes are rated for a maximum PRV of 10 kV when operating between 20º and 40º percent safety factor are used, light capability. Such parallel operation thereof, the rectified voltage will be the same. This is not the case where high vacuum rectifiers are replaced. When replacing 5U4's and 5R4's, the silicon unit will produce up to 15 percent more voltage and this should be taken into consideration.

Several station engineers have attempted to build medium current silicon stacks in an effort to reduce the cost of conversion to solid state rectification. It is very rare that reduced cost was achieved and in many instances, complete failure resulted. Failure most often occurred because low cost, poor quality diodes were purchased.

Unless adequate means were available to properly test these devices, the engineer had no way of knowing actually what he purchased or why they failed. Experience with several sample purchases of so called 1 kV, 6 amperes devices from several processing jobbers proved that less than 20 percent of the diodes could withstand a DC voltage of 1 kV, and the reverse leakage of these varied from 10 MA to 500 MA. Placed in a stack, every one of them failed.

Acceptable diodes such as the IR 6F100A on the Sytron D-1400-AS, 1 kV, 6 amperes unmatched devices are priced at around $11 each in quantities of 1 to 99. The reverse leakage on these units can vary up to 10 MA but should be selected not to exceed 5 microamperes at rated PRV. A stack of 20 of these rectifiers would certainly cost the station trying to build it far more than $200, for in addition to the diodes, heat sinks, resistors and capacitors must be acquired and a mechanical means of support must be obtained.

**The Diode As A Transient Suppressor**

See Engineers Exchange

---

**Increase Head Life with ISOLAIR**

New Clean Air Unit by LIBERTY

This unit provides a laminar down flow of the cleanest possible air at the critical video head area. Excessive wear and damage by airborne contaminants are virtually eliminated, extending head life by 100% or more and insuring better overall VTR performance, as well as saving time and money. The unit is suspended from the ceiling thus requiring no additional floor space. It is easily installed and maintained and meets Federal Standard 209A, Class 100.

An additional positive effect is the cumulative result of the constant filtering of air from the entire room, so that during an extended period of use, the level of contaminants in the surrounding environment is progressively reduced.

Liberty Industries has the capability for providing complete clean air environments for any size or type of operation. Our sales engineers are ready to help you.

Call or write.
Digital logic basics
part 3 of a four-part series

By E. S. Busby, Jr.*

Ordinary two-state logic concerns itself with one wire at a time and is fine for yielding the answers to yes/no, true/false, on/off, whether or not, etc. An array of wires can be used to define "how many" and "how much". Two wires, each of which has two possible states, have $2 \times 2$, or 4 possible arrangements. Add one more wire and there are twice again as many possibilities. If there are $N$ wires there are $2N$ different arrangements of ons and offs among them.

If the wires and their states are named in a way everyone understands then the states of a number of wires can define "how many".

Imagine a wire that can have ten different states (ten voltages, perhaps). Each state has a name, called a numeral, running from zero through nine. Each wire has a name, called its "weight", there are units ($10^0$), tens ($10^1$), hundreds ($10^2$), thousands ($10^3$), and so on. Thus, as we are all taught, when 8092 is written we know that there are:

- 2 many units $= 2 \times 1$
- 9 many tens $= 9 \times 10$
- no hundreds $= 0 \times 100$
- and 8 many thousands $= 8 \times 1000$

This scheme (the decimal system) for counting things is used by people with 10 fingers, gears with 10 teeth, and stepping relays with 10 contacts. They all work slowly. Wires with 10 states are more trouble than they are worth. Wires with two states we have. So, to make use of two state wires, there came to be a "binary" numbering system. At the risk of creating some confusion, two well-known numerals were borrowed to name the two states. They are zero (0) and one (1). To add to the confusion the names of the wires (the weights) were also borrowed from the decimal system. These names are units, twos, fours, eights, sixteens, etc., the multiples of two.

One And One Are 10
The binary system (as well as some others) are taught to the kids in school these days. To them 11101 means:
- A unit $= 1$
- no two $= 0$
- A four $= 4$
- An eight $= 8$
- A sixteen $= 16$
- A thirty-two $= 32$

TOTAL $= 61$

You think in decimals. Much of today's equipment operates in binary. To do the translation between systems in your head, it is advisable to commit to memory the first 12 multiples of two:

- $1 = 2^0$
- $2 = 2^1$
- $4 = 2^2$
- $8 = 2^3$
- $16 = 2^4$
- $32 = 2^5$
- $64 = 2^6$
- $128 = 2^7$
- $256 = 2^8$
- $512 = 2^9$
- $1024 = 2^{10}$
- $2048 = 2^{11}$
- $4096 = 2^{12}$

To convert from binary to decimal, for example 100111, first examine the right-most "place" or "bit". If it is a 1, then there is a ONE involved, so add it in. If the next to the left is a 1, then a TWO

*Engineer, Ampex corporation, Redwood City, Calif.
is involved, so add it in. If the next to the left is a 1, add in a FOUR, etc. In the example shown there is a ONE, a TWO, a FOUR, and a THIRTY-TWO represented, for a total of 39.

To convert from decimal to binary, for example 525, ask yourself: "Which is the largest multiple of two which isn't larger than 525?" 512 fits, so write a "1" in the 512 column. 525 minus 512 leaves 13 unaccounted for. The largest multiple not larger than 13 is 8, so a "1" goes in the 8 column. This leaves 5 unaccounted for, so a "1" goes into the 4 column, leaving a "1" in the 1 column. Write zeroes in all other columns. Result:

\[ 525 \rightarrow \begin{array}{cccccc}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
\end{array} = 525 \]

Figure 1 shows how the outputs of cascaded flip-flops directly reveal the (binary) number of input edges received. In the example shown, the sixteenth input edge returned the counter to its starting position. The counter exceeded its capacity or "overflowed" at sixteen. Counters which overflow at an exact multiple of two are known as "pure binary". Counters can be arranged by feedback from later stages to earlier ones so that they count in a binary fashion, but return to zero prematurely.

One popular compromise between the decimal world with its 10-fingered people and the binary devices with their two states is the binary counter which returns to zero on the 10th count. Six of the possible 16 states are not used. A 4-bit binary "word" which never exceeds the range 0000 through 1001 (0 through 9) is called BCD, or "Binary Coded Decimal".

This scheme for representing decimal numerals is used a great deal where people enter numbers into a system (with a keyboard for example) or where decimal numerals must be displayed or printed. It is not so much used in computation. There are BCD counters, BCD decoders and BCD/binary and binary/BCD converters. Most decimal numeric displays use a BCD input. Besides the popular 8-4-2-1 binary weighting there is a large number of other weighting schemes using 4 bits to describe the set of 10 decimal numerals. (More about these next month.)

Look at Figure 1 again. The schematic is odd in that the input is at the right instead of the left, as is usual. This was done to avoid a popular source of confusion. In counters, the units output is the one nearest the input, and in left-to-right circuit diagrams the units or "least significant" output is the leftmost. When writing numbers, it is customary to place the least significant bit rightmost. You should learn to visualize binary numbers arranged either right-to-left or left-to-right. To force you to do this, in this and the next article, circuit diagrams will be arranged with inputs on the left, and numbers will be arranged with the units column right-most.

**Pick A Number**

To know when a counter contains some particular number, it is necessary to "examine" all the stages of the counter to see if that number's unique arrangement of highs and lows exists. Convert the desired number into binary form. Keeping in mind that the unit column is the one nearest the counting input, figure which stages should have high (1) outputs and which should have low (0) outputs. Connect an input of an "AND" gate to the regular output of each stage which should be "ONE" and
to the inverted output of each stage which should be “ZERO.” This way all the inputs to the AND gate will be high when the desired number has been counted. No other count can produce this result. This process is called “decoding” a count. As many decoding gates may be attached as there are different numbers to be decoded.

**Partial Decoding**

Often a counter is reset to zero as soon as some desired count is reached. In this case it is permissible to examine only the stages which should be active (1) at the desired count. To decode 525, for example, requires only the four-input gate attached to the 512, 8, 4, and 1 stages. If the counter were permitted to count beyond 525, false outputs would appear at 541, 557, 573, etc., but if resetting occurs right after 525 there is no problem.

**Sometimes It Pays To Wait**

Using the output of a decoding gate directly to reset a counter can cause what is called a “race” condition. This effect is often encountered in logic circuits where the detection of something is used to undo the very thing that was detected. In a counter the danger is that one stage will reset faster than another and thereby negate the resetting signal before all stages get reset.

Adding delay between the gate and the resetting terminals, as in Figure 2, will usually assure resetting. Adding capacitors will further lengthen the reset period, maybe even to the point that it’s long enough to see on a scope.

Figure 2 happens to be a BCD counter. It counts from 0000 (zero) through 1001 (nine) in a binary manner. On the tenth count (1010), the partial decoding gate reacts and quickly resets the second and fourth stages to zero.

**Cape Kennedy Connection**

Most counters “increment” (get one bigger) for each input count. Figure 3 shows how a counter can be arranged to “count down” or decrement one for each input edge. The difference is that a counting edge is passed to the next stage when the output changes from 0 to 1 instead of the other way around.

In the counters discussed so far, the stages were connected in cascade. Such counters are called “ripple counters” and suffer from two limitations. The fastest speed at which recognizable counting can occur is limited by the total delay time through all the stages. Try to go any faster, and the first stage is reacting to an input before the previous count has rippled all the way to the output.

Even when counting slowly, ripple counters are prone to producing “decoding spikes” at decoding gate outputs. You might think that the reception of the eighth count might look like this: FROM: 0111 TO: 1000

It doesn’t. It looks like this: 0111

THEN: 0110

THEN: 0100

THEN: 0000

THEN: 1000

with the “rippling” going from right to left in the example. A decoding gate set for zero, four or six would produce a short, but troublesome output during the transition.

Figure 4 illustrates a synchronous counter. The counting inputs of all flip-flops are fed from a common source. The steering inputs, which determine whether or not the flip-flop will flip at clock edge time, are connected, using gates, to the previous stages. Outputs can only change at clock edge time, and when several stages are changing at once, they all do it together.
Thirty million people behind the iron curtain rely on Radio Free Europe... and Radio Free Europe relies on MAGNECORD

RFE is the leading free radio station broadcasting to East Europe. These Magnecords are a key part of RFE's master control system, the heart of their broadcasting operation.

RFE designed and built the master control system and had to meet unique engineering requirements with the best possible equipment. That's why they chose Magnecord.

Magnecords are used to program simultaneously in five languages, beamed to five separate countries. Each language has a bank of rugged, reliable Magnecords for consistently high performance under the most demanding conditions.

Magnecord die-cast mainplate assures permanent mechanical alignment. Program timing accuracy is held constant by the hysteresis synchronous capstan drive. And, each reel has its own heavy duty permanent split capacitor motor.

RFE can't afford to take any chances with its equipment. When field proven dependability and professional quality are available, why settle for anything less? Select Magnecord. Made in the U.S. by Telex.
Speed is limited by the delay of one flip-flop and the gate delays. Decoding spikes are drastically reduced if not eliminated.

When not counting at high frequencies and when using partial decoding and resetting, a ripple counter is as good as any. Otherwise, synchronous counters are preferable.

Following, stated somewhat tersely, are some approaches using counters to answer questions and solve problems:

1. HOW MANY?
Start the counter at zero. Make edges out of the events to be counted. When you get curious, examine the counter outputs. Convert these output states from binary (or perhaps BCD) to decimal and there’s the answer.

2. HOW FAST?
Start the counter at zero and count input events. Allow the counter to proceed for exactly some known length of time, like one second. (This may take yet another counter.) The number in the counter is then events per second.

3. HOW LONG?
Start the counter at zero. Make edges at some known frequency, like 1 megacycle. Start the counter when one input event is received, and stop it when the next arrives. The number of counts is the period of or “time between” the events.

4. IS “A” EQUAL TO “B”?
See Figure 5, which shows the simplest of comparators. It is essentially an adjustable decoding gate.

Figure 6 shows a more complex comparator. It has three outputs, one of which is always active. It reveals whether the counter number is less than, equal to, or greater than the comparator’s other input.

5. IS “A” FASTER THAN “B”?
If an “A” arrives, count up one. If a “B” arrives, count down one. If both arrive at once, do nothing. If the counter reaches its maximum value, stop counting “A”’s. If it reaches its minimum value (zero) stop counting “B”’s.

If the counter hangs up at the maximum value, A is faster than B. If it hangs up at zero, B is faster than A.

This up/down counter approach is often used as a frequency/phase comparator. When used to phase-lock a local oscillator to some reference input, the filtered output of the counter’s most significant stage is used to control the local oscillator’s frequency. Phase-lock is indicated by the most significant stage turning on about half the time. An exact 50 percent duty cycle indicates that the two inputs are exactly 90° apart.

Words Of Warning
When measuring time and frequency you cannot usually predict whether you started and stopped the counter just before a count or just after one, leaving an inherent uncertainty of ± 1 count.

When measuring that which lies between events, like the length of tape between N frame pulses, or the length of wire between N telephone poles, don’t forget that the first
Phone pole counts one before any wire goes by. For these and similar problems, remember to subtract one from the total count.

Put it this way: If you walk four blocks, you touch five corners. The counter counts corners.

When starting and stopping counters, it is best to avoid gating the input signal on and off. Instead, manipulate the first stage's steering inputs. If the input happened to be active when you shut off the input gate, an extra count would result at shut-off. If you must gate the input, it is best to make narrow pulses out of the events to be counted.

Counters and the circuits which are often hung onto them were among the first to undergo medium-scale integration (MSI). MSI devices generally cost about the same, maybe a little less, use a little less power and occupy much less real estate than the equivalent made out of separate flip-flops and gates. There are MSI synchronous and ripple counters in BCD, decimal, and 12 count. Some count up and down. Almost all have four stages.

MSI decoders typically have one output for each possible input pattern, with only one output active at a time. Some can withstand the ignition voltage of gas-discharge numeric display tubes. Others can energize more than one output at a time and can switch the currents used by the incandescent lamps of seven-segment numeric displays. Several 5-bit comparators are available. These have three outputs available: A greater than B, B greater than A, and A equals B. Four-bit binary adders and subtractors are available (more about this next month). Most MSI devices are TTL.

New MSI devices appear on the market at a frightening pace. Read the ads and don't rely on out-of-date catalogs.

**How Much?**

Some of the variables of life are already "quantitized". Your pay check, when and if it changes, must change by at least one cent, the smallest increment, or some whole number times one cent. Money is expressed as a number anyway, so HOW MUCH MONEY really means HOW MANY CENTS.
The words in the dictionary differ by at least one whole letter. There is no such thing as half-way between "card" and "care". Most goods have some minimum quantity, a division of which does not exist or is not important. So there is a stick of gum, a jigger of whiskey, a page, a word, a grain of sand, and "one each" soldier. The quantity of these usually consists in finding how MANY.

Other variables, such as temperature, pressure, brightness, weight, etc. may be measured in terms of some standardized unit like seconds, degrees, grams, centimeters, etc. HOW MUCH TIME then becomes HOW MANY SECONDS (or milli-seconds, or microseconds.) It is up to you to decide what is the smallest increment of interest. Even if you are fussy, there is no point in being interested in an increment smaller than the accuracy of the measuring device, nor in an increment so small it is obscured by noise.

Whereas sticks of gum are counted, temperature and pressure are measured. It is often handy to convert one of these continuously variable quantities into a voltage. For this there are numerous transducers like microphones, photovoltaic cells, strain gauges, etc. It is sometimes even handier to convert or quantitize the variable voltage into an electrical number. In this form, the variable may be displayed (as a number instead of a meter deflection) or massaged by a computer.

Converting a variable voltage into a numeric quantity is the job of an Analog-to-Digital (A/D) converter. The size of the number that must be used depends on the smallest increment of interest and the maximum range of the variable. The unit "bit" must represent a quantity not larger than the smallest increment, and the number of "bit" must be enough to allow for the maximum variable value.

Thus, to quantitize the outdoor temperature from -40ºC to +60ºC to the nearest tenth degree, you must accommodate 1000 different temperatures. 10 binary "bits" have 1024 combinations, so a 10-bit binary number is adequate.

There are more methods of A/D conversion than there is room to describe, but generally they take two forms:

1. Using a massive resistive voltage divider "ladder", with a voltage comparator at each rung of the ladder, find out which rung's voltage is equalled or just exceeded by the input variable voltage. Convert this "rank" into a binary number. This method has the advantage of speed in that the output number is determined in one go. It requires lots of hardware, however.

2. The outputs of a counter are connected to a D/A (Digital-to-Analog) converter, whose output is then compared (in a single comparator) to the input variable.
voltage. Any time an A/D conversion is desired, start the counter from zero and let it count until the D/A output just exceeds the input variable, then stop. The number in the counter is the desired conversion.

It takes time to do the counting, and this is a disadvantage of this approach. It tends to use less hardware, however, and besides the D/A part can often be used to advantage elsewhere in the system.

Figure 7 shows, in very simple form, two D/A approaches. Figure 8 shows two popular D/A approaches. Remember that a D/A output is not truly an analog output. It cannot vary continuously, but only in steps. It is therefore a "digitized" voltage.

Both D/A and A/D converters should have an accuracy of at least 1/2 a basic increment. Thus when a digital number makes that one-step change from 011111111 to 100000000, the output voltage really does go up by at least 1/2 a notch, and no more than 11/2 notches.

Once a quantity is made into an electrical number, whether by counting, keyboard entry, thumbwheel switches, or A/D conversion, there are some digital techniques that make the whole process worth the effort. That's the subject for next month's article.
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Transient Suppression

A recent contributor to "Letters to the Editor", taking issue with an article on "Automatic Assistance Circuits" in a previous issue of Broadcast Engineering, raised a question that may remain unsettled in the minds of many readers. Perhaps we can settle it here.

The original article touched upon transient suppression in DC control circuits. It suggested a reverse-connected diode across a relay coil, as shown in Figure 1, to shunt out the inductive "kickback", or transient, that occurs when switch S is opened.

Arguing with this line of reasoning, the "Letters" contributor countered with, "Actually, the transient voltage is of the same polarity as the applied DC and it is the Zener breakdown characteristic of the diode that limits the voltage of the transient." Is this true?

My off-the-top-of-my-head reaction was one of consternation. I had just wired a 24-volt relay switching control center for a large industrial sound installation. For transient suppression on its 20-odd relays, I had used inexpensive diodes with a PIV rating of 1000 volts. Clearly, their Zener action would not come into play at reasonable voltages! Transients spiking at 1000 volts are guaranteed to be heard in adjacent audio circuits. Had I been laboring under a false premise?

With doubts thus raised, I went back to review a few fundamentals. If you, too, are so far removed from your exposure to the basics as to be a little uncertain about inductive "kickback", maybe you can profit from my research.

First, it is important to agree that we are dealing with an inductive phenomenon. The many turns of wire in a relay coil, surrounding an iron core, possess appreciable self-inductance. The distributed capacitance of these turns is relatively small, being inconsequential when working with DC and low frequency AC. Resistance of the wire may be appreciable but—being by definition nonreactive—it cannot contribute to the generation of transient voltages and currents. Thus the principal factor at work is the coil's inductance.

Cartridge Tape Splice Finder

At WIOD we built a simple, inexpensive and easily built splice finder. It uses a photo electric cell and is installed on an elderly Cartritape 2 playback machine, used primarily for cueing cartridges just beyond the splice. It can be built aboard your regular recorder, but there's more flexibility in having it on another machine because you can splice cue cartridges while doing production work on your regular makeup machine.

Loads are so slight that it can be readily powered from within the unit it is installed on. Of course some component values would have to be changed if the unit is other than a Cartritape 2.

The electronics (not including the PE cell and exciter lamp) are aboard a small angle plate attached to the tape deck with two self tappers that could be black boxed completely external to the machine. The PE cell, with the lamp taped one half to three quarters of an inch behind the eye, will probably scan the passing tape from a distance of \( \frac{1}{8} \) to \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch. Its small mounting bracket could be fixed to the deck with contact cement if drilling is undesirable.

It's possible to adjust the sensitivity of the PE cell to see the actual splice, but a bright foil is a much better idea for it is more positive and allows exact adjustment of sensitivity. Put a half inch slug of bright foil atop the splice for the PE cell to see. 3M \#51 pressure sensitive \( \frac{3}{32} \) inch insulating tape is one type that works well. This is a conductive foil but its conductivity is not the requisite—brightness is the only requirement.

Gene Rider, CE
WIOD AM/FM
Miami, Fla.
We admit... we have created a generation gap!

When it comes to cardioid dynamic microphone developments, AKG is purposely creating a generation gap.

We have to, because we insist on staying far ahead.

Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery and while others attempted to equal the acoustical properties and duplicate the design appearance of the D-19 and D-24, AKG continued in setting the pace by developing a new family of transducers with superior performance characteristics.

The C-19 and D-24 are the finest microphones in their class, as thousands of owners will attest. However, new techniques and materials made fundamental design changes possible. Gone is the complicated “plumbing” within the microphone requiring slots or holes along the microphone body, and these essentials are improved: smoothness of response, uniformity of directional characteristics, front-to-back ratio at all frequencies and ruggedness.

The AKG D-124 and E-190 are the newest generation of cardioid dynamic microphones, designed for today’s requirements.

For detailed information, see your authorized local AKG dealer or write to us.
Engineer's Exchange
(Continued from page 56)

\[ t = \text{time} \]
\[ \frac{di}{dt} = \text{instantaneous rate of current change} \]
and \( L = \text{value of inductance} \), a constant for a particular coil.

This means that the polarity of voltage that appears across the terminals of a relay coil is determined by the direction of the current through it. This voltage may undergo any change necessary to maintain the current. To examine this relationship a practical step at a time, first consider Figure 2. With switch \( S \) initially open, instantaneous voltage \( e \) across the coil is zero, as is the circuit's voltage at \( A = 0 \) (referred to ground) = the voltage across resistor \( R \) and the voltage at \( A \) still equals the voltage at \( B = 0 \). Therefore, \( R \) must momentarily remain at 10 ohms. This is true regardless of the value of \( R \). Then if \( R = 100 \) ohms, there must be an instantaneous voltage developed across it of 100 volts.

Now we close \( S \). At this very instant, \( i \) remains at zero (an inductance opposes any current). This means that the voltage at \( A \) still equals the voltage at \( B = 0 \).

Since there is no current, there is no drop across resistor \( R \) and the voltage at \( A \) (referred to ground) = the voltage at \( B = 0 \).

Next we close \( S \). At this very instant, \( i \) remains at zero (an inductance opposes any current). This means that the voltage at \( A \) still equals the voltage at \( B = 0 \).

Because there is no \( iR \) drop across \( R \). However, \( A \) now clearly stands at voltage \( E \) above ground, which means that point \( B \) must also. In other words, the coil's cemf \( e \) is of magnitude \( E \) and of the same polarity, as indicated in Figure 2.

Having thus established that the induced voltage is of the same polarity as the applied voltage at turn-on, we'll pursue its nature at turn-off. For this, refer to Figure 3.

Assume that switch \( S \) has been closed for some time, so that a steady current \( I \) is flowing. (If \( L \) were theoretically perfect, with zero resistance, the steady-state current with \( S \) closed would be limited only by the battery's resistance. \( R_b \) is included here to permit a finite current.) Suppose

\[ R_b = 1 \text{ ohm}, \quad E = 10 \text{ volts}, \quad I = 10 \text{ amperes}. \]

The nature of inductance dictates that, at the instant \( S \) is opened, \( I \) must momentarily remain at 10 amperes. This is true regardless of the value of \( R \). Then if \( R = 100 \) ohms, there must be an instantaneous voltage developed across it of 1000 volts.

Since the direction of current remains unchanged (the inductance generates a voltage that opposes current change), this IR drop must be positive at \( A \) with respect to \( B \). But \( A \) is 9 volts positive with respect to ground \( (E - IR_b) \), so the coil's cemf \( e \) is 991 volts negative with respect to ground. This is the polarity indicated in Figure 3.

This shows that a diode connected across the coil as in Figure 1 will indeed conduct in its forward direction when the relay is de-energized, limiting turn-off transient voltages to very low values. The Zener breakdown voltage is not a consideration in its operation.
A possible source of confusion in dealing with polarities lies in the source of voltage. When the coil's current is supplied by an external battery and a steady state is reached, current flows through the coil from positive to negative just as it would in a resistor. However, when the external circuit is opened, the coil becomes a generator. The internal current in any generator supplying energy to a circuit flows from negative to positive (note the direction of I through the battery in Figure 3).

Diode suppression is a convenient way to obtain noise-free relay operation in DC control circuits. However, there is a trade-off to keep in mind: the result of limiting transient voltage rise is a prolonging of the decay of current in the relay coil. This effectively delays the opening of the relay by a substantial interval. Fortunately, in most control circuits it isn't important whether a relay opens in three milliseconds or in 75. On the other hand, such delayed release is intentionally incorporated into some telephone switch-gear circuits to time the sequence of relay operation.

And to conclude with a parenthetical observation, the diode-suppressed relay control circuit that I built has since proven to be free of audio transients.


Substituting The 6B4

The nearly extinct 6B4 (V11) tube in the fine old 1181-A frequency monitor can easily be replaced with the relatively modern 6W6GT. Simply leave the present leads connected to V11 socket and jumper from pin 2 to 8, also from pin 3 to 4. After this modification either a 6B4 or a 6W6GT tube may be used in V11 socket. No other changes are necessary, just check B+ regulated bus and readjust R68 if need be. One other point, never substitute anything else for the F5 fusible link in the oven; not even fine copper, lead or wire solder. F5 is a heat sensitive fuse, not an electrical fuse. It is the main oven protection from burnout.

Eidson Electronic Co. Temple, Texas

100. ANACONDA WIRE AND CABLE CO.—Voice frequency subscriber loop design principles are described in detail in a new engineering bulletin. The 68-page bulletin entitled, “Principles of Voice Frequency Subscriber Loop Design” is used in conjunction with two subscriber line calculators showing the most economical combination of gauges, for a given

(Continued on page 60)
Now Freeland Products offers expert reprocessing of certain types of thoriated filament tubes. Our service is backed by a warranty and over 30 years experience. Send today for your free copy! Scores of satisfied customers:

WABC KBBA WFAN WSVA WCBS WABC-AM WRUL WBZ WCBS-WL

And Many More!

Freeland Products Co. 3233 Conti St. • New Orleans, La. 70119 504/822-0223
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“Drop Material Catalog” include a variety of house drop cables, drop attachment hardware, house attachment hardware and passive devices. The four-page “Grounding Materials” brochure lists ground rods and clamps, pipe grounding clamps and straps, ground wire, and ground wire moulding and staples.

101. ANIXTER-PRUZAN—Two new catalogs prepared by Anixter-Pruzan show a full-line of the most up-to-date developments in both drop materials and grounding materials. Items in the 6-page distance, that meets all current transmission, pulsing and ringing requirements. One calculator, for the H-88 loading system, shows combinations of 22 and 24 gauge cables, and 24 and 26 gauge cables, for buried or aerial plant applications with central office limits of 1500, 2200 and 3000 ohms. The other calculator, for D-66 loop design, shows combinations of 22 and 24 gauge cables for buried plant use with 1700, 2000, 3000, 3500, 3800 and 4300 ohm central office limits. In addition to providing complete instructions for calculator use, the bulletin also describes design considerations of loaded and repeatered loaded loops, expected performance of repeatered loops, one-man tests for loaded loops, other loading systems, E-6 and other repeaters suitable for loop applications, and tabulated attenuation, resistance and miscellaneous loss data.

102. COHU ELECTRONICS, INC.—Two low light level TV cameras present a usable picture with only 0.003 footcandles of illumination on the faceplate of the vidicon, and they can be aimed directly at the sun without damage. Details on these self-contained cameras are described in technical data sheet 6-579. One camera is enclosed for outdoor use, the indoor camera has rear panel controls.
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FM And Land Mobile

FCC Proposals

Amendment of Section 73.261(a) of the rules to provide for licensing all FM Broadcast stations for unlimited time operation and to require them to maintain a minimum operating schedule of at least eight hours between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m., local time, and at least four hours between 6 p.m. and midnight, local time, each day of the week except Sunday, has been proposed in a rulemaking notice by the FCC.

At present FM stations are required to provide a minimum of 36 hours per week during the hours 6 a.m. to midnight, consisting of not less than five hours in any one day, except Sunday.

In proposing the change, the Commission pointed out that even though FM has become "economically more viable" a number of stations are operating at or near the minimum level permitted under the rule. The Commission said that when there are needs for more aural service in many places, "this appears hardly consistent with the public interest." To the extent that FM and unlimited AM are alike, the Commission said, "it would appear that the same standard should apply in both instances."

In response to requests by the Associated Public-Safety Communications Officers, Inc. (APCO), and RYDAX, Inc., for reconsideration of rules governing operation of non-voice radio systems on voice channels in the land mobile services below 950 MHz (Docket 19086), the Commission has retained a requirement for identification of land mobile radio stations by voice, but has deleted a requirement for automatic sensing of channel occupancy.

In an order adopted August 18, 1971, the Commission amended Parts 89, 91 and 93 of the rules to permit regular and expanded operation of non-voice operation in the land mobile services.

APCO had asked for an exception to the requirement for station identification by voice to allow station identification by Morse Code and RYDAX had asked for deletion of the requirement that non-voice systems employ automatic sensing or monitoring equipment that can prevent transmission on an occupied channel.

The Commission said, in denying the APCO request, that use of Morse Code would not afford significant advantages and noted that the additional transmitting time required could increase potential interference.

In granting the RYDAX request, the Commission stated that it had originally required automatic sensing of channel occupancy to protect voice communications from interference by non-voice transmissions and to assure that non-voice operations would be secondary to voice operations.

The FCC observed, however, that RYDAX, as well as General Electric Company and RCA Corporation, had raised "significant questions" as to the effectiveness and adaptability of automatic sensing devices and said that while it would permit use of these devices, it would not impose a mandatory requirement for their utilization at this time.

December, 1971
Equipment for Sale (Cont.)

HELIX—STYROFLEX. Large stocks—bargain price—tested and certified. Write for price and stock list. Sierra-Western Electric, Box 23972, Oakland, Calif. Phone: (415) 855-3907. 1-71-tf

ONE STOP for all your professional audio equipment, and audio sub-carriers. Complete rebuild and recalibration or repair of $14,000. Offered at auction to the highest bidder. Pay Cash. Associate in Science in Electronics Engineering, 11-71-tf

CIRCA 1947 Western Electric 506-B-2 ten kilowatt transmitter plus spare parts in inventory, just retired from daily use. Best offer over $5,000. Can be bought complete with RCA BTE-10-B stereo exciter (not available separately) at best offer over $1,125.00. (Blind box reply). Dept. 257 Broadcast Engineering, 1014 Wyndotte, K. C. Mo. 64105. 11-71-tf

The University of California offers for sale to the highest bidder 2 only Ampex VR-660 Video Recorder/Player. With Mark Ten heads, one playback only. Accessories: Electronic Editor Storage Boards, Processing Amplifier, Minicom Dropout Compensation, Tape Stand Minimum acceptable bid for lot $20,000. Sealed bids must be submitted University of California, Purchasing Department, Santa Barbara, Calif. by 12-31-71 no later than 2:30 P.M. Department 17. For bid forms, please contact address or call A-A 7-71-71.

FOR SALE: Two Dage B/W solid state Model 540 cameras with cable and CCUs. Two with Quicksilver tripods, cradle head and Hercules dollies. One Dage/Miracle sync generator. All in like new condition. Will sell in part or make package. Best offer. R. Stern, 150631 Patricia Lane, Elmhurst, Ill., 60126. Tel. 312-278-8542. 12-7-71-tf

FOR SALE: One Ampex VR-660 Video Tape Recorder, and four Ampex 504 Drop-out Compensators. 3 accessory cameras. 1000 videotape machines (one complete unit for the CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION SERVICE.

VTA-2200 Film Multiplexer and Sounder & Sauppe Model 533 Slide Projector with Lens and Base for Sale. $2,250.00. SMU, TV System. (214) 655-3611 ext. 81. 1-71-tf

KTR-1000 COLOR TV, MICROWAVE LINKS—NTSC Color TV plus program audio microwave system, with CCU, CATV, etc. Rack mounted. Mr. Raytheon. 25 sets in stock. Cold weather condition. Radio Research Instrument Co., Inc. 3 Quincy Street, Northwark, Conn. Tel. 203-853-2600. 12-71-tf

FOR SALE: 1. AMPLEX VR-660 Video Tape Recorder, and four Ampex 504 Drop-out Compensators. 3 accessory cameras. 1000 videotape machines (one complete unit for the CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION SERVICE.

FOR SALE: 2-IVC 600 Series 1 Color VTR’s. Excellent condition—Price to sell.

For Sale: One AMPEX VR-660 Video Tape Recorder, and four Ampex 504 Drop-out Compensators. 3 accessory cameras. 1000 videotape machines (one complete unit for the CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION SERVICE.

KTR-1000 COLOR TV, MICROWAVE LINKS—NTSC Color TV plus program audio microwave system, with CCU, CATV, etc. Rack mounted. Mr. Raytheon. 25 sets in stock. Cold weather condition. Radio Research Instrument Co., Inc. 3 Quincy Street, Northwark, Conn. Tel. 203-853-2600. 12-71-tf

FOR SALE: 1. AMPLEX VR-660 Video Tape Recorder, and four Ampex 504 Drop-out Compensators. 3 accessory cameras. 1000 videotape machines (one complete unit for the CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION SERVICE.
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Shopping for lenses? Compare Canon!

Draw up a checklist that includes price, specifications and image brilliance, then start comparing catalogues. You'll probably come up with the Canon answer, like so many major camera producers—for broadcast 1" or 1 1/4" PLUMBICON® or CCTV 1", 2/3" vidicon.

Stack these two Canon popularity favorites against anything else on the market and see what we mean. The Canon TV Zoom Lens P17X30B2 has an impressive 1:2.5 relative aperture at focal length range (440-500mm), in spite of its 17X zoom ratio. At 30-440mm it's a remarkable 1:2.2, offering the same performance as our P10X20B, specially designed for maximum versatility with three different range extenders.

Both are ideal for a variety of situation, including dim lighting and open areas like field events.

Here are some other examples of the wide Canon line:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Range of Focal Length</th>
<th>Zoom Ratio</th>
<th>Maximum Relative Aperture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 1/4&quot; PLUMBICON</td>
<td>P17 x 30B2</td>
<td>1:17</td>
<td>F2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P10 x 20</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>F2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&quot; PLUMBICON</td>
<td>PV17 x 24B</td>
<td>1:17</td>
<td>F1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PV10 x 16</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>F1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PV10 x 15B</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>F2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&quot; Vidicon</td>
<td>V10 x 15</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>F2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V6 x 16</td>
<td>1:6</td>
<td>F2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V5 x 20</td>
<td>1:5</td>
<td>F2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V4 x 25</td>
<td>1:4</td>
<td>F1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/8&quot; Vidicon</td>
<td>J10 x 13</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>F2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J 6 x 13</td>
<td>1:6</td>
<td>F1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J 5 x 15</td>
<td>1:5</td>
<td>F2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J 4 x 12</td>
<td>1:4</td>
<td>F1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Range of Focal Length</th>
<th>Zoom Ratio</th>
<th>Maximum Relative Aperture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 1/4&quot; PLUMBICON</td>
<td>P10 x 20B4</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>F2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&quot; Vidicon</td>
<td>V10 x 15R (DC)</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>F2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V6 x 16R (AC/DC)</td>
<td>1:6</td>
<td>F2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V4 x 25R (AC/DC,EE)</td>
<td>1:4</td>
<td>F2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

© N.V. Philips of Holland
Eureka! A complete remote and studio production console for a fraction of what you’d expect to pay for a console with comparable features and performance! Simply purchase a new Shure M675 Broadcast Master and the extremely popular Shure M67 Professional Microphone Mixer. By combining these two units*, you get inputs to handle microphones, turntables, phone lines and tape machines — with cuing provision on line and magnetic phono inputs. Result? A versatile low-noise, low-distortion broadcast production console for in-studio, remote, and standby assignments; a complete CATV console; a studio production console. All for $312! For complete technical data, write:

Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204.

*Each model is also available separately: M67 — $162 net; M675 — $150 net.
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